ipon the slightest grounds and
sequences imagined. Ancient
X rS"PPosed this disease> S
^se particular
oftha <e
canedregions
C.ctnd£

, ted on the right or left side of
he,lce conies the name hyp^
dS.--The common corporeal
’ flatulency in the stomach 0
eiuctations, costiveness, spa^
pddmess, dimness of sight, pa|.
often an utter inability °ol fl’, '
pon any subject ol imponai cf
»anything that demands vFor
Uso languidness—the mind be.
. thoughtful, desponding, meldejected, accompanied with«
nent of the nervous system^
ee ings and peculiar train of
unt the imagination and overgment, exhibit an infinite diwisest and best of men areas
diction as the weakest.
The principal objects of
to remove indigestion and
body, and to enliven the spirbe promoted by exercise, earlar meals, and pleasant conbowels (if costive) being careAvtlle occasi°nal use of®
We know nothing better
btam this end, than Dr. Wm,
>t Pills—being mild and cerperation. The bowels being
his inestimable Camomile
ire tonic, anodyne and antiJ an infallible remedy, and
; have proved a great blessing
is public.
e
'.ians have recommended a '
cury but it should not be remany cases it will greatly aeiptoms.
6
ERENCE.—It cannot be deat whilst many medicines
«mended to the public, have
gatiye merit of harmlessness, I
> which it would be great in- I
ind suicidal prejudice to inn a common condemnation. I
idicine comes endorsed with I
lames that have adorned the
medical profession, and war- I
;al and signature of long and I
t, its proprietor makes no un- I
>and upon the public confi- I
i claims for it a superior conWILE PREPARATION of
is undeniably entitled to this
ion, for whilst no medical aurice condemns it, every medithat is acquainted with it,
dges its pre-eminent virtues;
ter should do so in opposition
I interests, must be attributed
mdor and love of truth, or to
ess to fly in the face of all obie testimony of thousands.
INS does not pretend that
onic Pills will cure all disikly and conscientiously adill not. He lays no claim to
the “ Philosopher’s Stone,”
xly to believe that he sells
life,” but he does say, and he
I he can prove, that in debilI constitutions ; in Nervous
nds; in weakness of the di
in incipient consumptions,
Jungs or the liver; in the
r occasioned by the use of
ilsy, rheumatism, (more esicknesses incident to molli
es of relaxed nerves ; in ev
il rn tremens, or that disease
ht on by intemperance ; in
rors of mind and body which
sional inebriety ; loss of apmelancholy, pains in the
de ; in corrupt, sallow, and
ex ions, caused by the bad
—in all these cases, and in
1 in the bills of directions
edicines, HE DOES SAY
WILE TONIC PILLS, inonally with his APERIENT
3, (the best known) which
m, will effect immediate re
but for a fair period of trial,
Phis much is placed beyond
testimonies which would
; and for this much Dr. W.
scientiously request eonfi-

i conclusive demonstrations
if Dr. Evans’ Camomile
Aperient Medicines, are
ollowing important and ex
effected by their highly
s—all of which may be
Evans’ Medical office, No.
One or two of these he»
illy gives to a discriminaSir : Be pleased to receive the
s been a great sufferer for sevat benefit she has received from
siitnable Camomile Pills. She
and distress in the head, a tighth, shortness of breath, and palpiercise would almost overcome
our Camomile Tonic Pills, her
id—she is able to exercise withhappy to say can now enjoy

>RNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
536—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
hat I was unable to attend
he last 4 or 5 months was eonfinmplaints were rheumatism, painsstion and loss of appetite, with,
ziness in my head ; I used differwithout effect, until I commenced»
¡Camomile and Aperient Pills
upon me astonish all who knew
v days 1 shall be at your office
e to you in person. In themyself your obedient servant^.
B. S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.

teed only add that hisWO PILLS, together with
FAMILY
APERIENT
ained, wholesale or retail*,
st. near Chatham square,,
f his authorised agents in
jrner of Middle and Union
gent for State of Maine,,
r apply for sub Agencies.
iiel Remich, Kennebunk
»rway ; Thomas Chase, N.
tn Reynolds, Lewiston
nswick ; Palmer & Wash. G. Lincoln, Hallowell £
sta ; J. K. Miller, Oldtatcher, Bangor ; Samuel;
Ifast ; Barker Neal,. Wi>
le, Bath.
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be the legitimate fi
-41VD MAINE PALLADIUM,
.
o..... . ji uits of such a meeting in
He assured them it the present exftited state of the community plot was deliberately laid for his assassination,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
~ ,. He had H there should not be, it would certainly not »ad he remained, there is but little doubt that
J AMES K. REMICH.
no personal fears, not that he felt able to con- be because in the nature of the case, there ne too would have found a grave in Alton,
Officeon the Main-Street,-opposite the Meeting-House.
.... —’ with the whole community, had not been sufficient preparations to secure may that God who has so signally interfered
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
-- ....... perfectly well that he was not. But K ; but it would be because God had held in ble life i)resei vai’on’ !on» preserve his valuaI wo dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
check the elements fitted for the purpose.
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
1 here are many other things that I wished
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
How differently might have been the result
,He,"ad ,eCent,-V Vis- if the
to say, but I perceive that I have already
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub .1.» artlou^rZS
whole
Committee,
with
all
their
influ

lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
o-eloek P. M. Although^he avow&i|ft,
‘fie ence (and they have much in.the communi exceeded the bounds of a lettef, and perhaps
I’he publisher does not hold himself responsible tor
wearied your patience.
Now ty,) had planted themselves upon the correct
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount o the meeting was to endeavor to effect a I had been beset night and dav in Alton
The next morning, after Mr. L.’s death,
charged for its insertion.
doctrine contained in the brief and simple
but expressive protest of Mr. Gilman, viz : his remains were removed, by a few friends
“ Hint the rigid enforcement of the law bom the warehouse m which he died, to his
MISCELLANEOUS.
would prove the only sure protection of the tami y. It vyas manifest, as the hearse mov
[BY REQUEST.] •
rights of citizens, and the only safe remedy ed through the street that the malignity of
doubted rights.
. ...........
for similar excitements in future.” Had they • p enermes not satiated by spilling his hearth
THE TRAGICAL STORY.
blood, still burned against him. I myself,
ALTON, NOV. 16, 1837.
td chiefly from our
oe- earnestly sought counsel of God, to remain m taken this course ;.had they assured the may saw
our most
most substantial
substantial ......
and ,restheir sneers, and overheard some of their
My Dear Brother1 wrote you hastily pectable citizens—men in whose hands II Alton, and here to insist upon protection in or, in the presence of the assembled multitude profane
jests. One who was known to have
from this scene of strife and danger last week. would willingly trust my property and life in) the exercise of his rights. If the civil auihori- mat he might rely on their assistance, their taken a conspicuous
part in the tragedy re
As there are some other matters connected any case where their minds had not been pre- ties refused to protect him, he must look to counsel, their influence, and their personal marked, that if he had
a fife, he would play
with the recent transactions in our city, which disposed against me. But the most of themi God for protection ; ami if he very soon found effort to aid him in suppressing’ violence and the dead march for him?
The next morn
the public are interested to know, and as were known to be irreconcilably hostile to' a grave in Alton, he was sure he should die maintaining the laws ; had they at once set ing, his friends assembled and
quietly depos
about devising ways and means for promo
there is no press in this neighborhood, that I Mr. L.’s remaining amongst us. What sort: in the exercise of his duty*
ting the public peace and safety, instead of ited his remains in the narrow house of thd
fcm aware of, that is not either in the interest of a report was to have been expected fromi
The above is a very meagre outline, which taking the course they did, —who believes tomb. There were no public exercises except
of the mob, or afraid to tell all the things that such a committee ? Why, just such an one! I sketch
from memory, not having taken any that we should have witnessed such scenes a prayer at his funeral,—it being deemed that
have come to pass here in these days, it has as they brought forth. While it made no notes at the
time. His manner—but I cannot
silence was the most expressive sermon for
seemed good to me, having been an eye and concessions on the part of those who were attempt to describe it. He was calm and se as occurred soon after the meeting ? Who the occasion. He is now where the wicked
ear witness of most of the things that have opposed to Mr. L., it very modestly required rious, but firm and decided. Not an epithet believes that human blood would have been cease from troubling, and where the weary
transpired, to write unto you, that you may of him to abandon his constitutional rights, or unkind allusion escaped his lips, notwith shed? That our young, and hitherto pros are at rest.—He rests from his labors, and his
perous and far-famed city would'have been
know the certainty of these things. I am fully his principles, his occupation, his property, standing
knew he was in the midst of iso indelibly disgraced ? And that the world works will follow him.
aware of the danger I incur by so doing.— his all I I and this too, while no charge or those whohewere
His poor afflicted wife, we fear, will scarce
seeking
his
blood,
and
not

Ministers of the gospel have been told here, insinuation was made that there had^been withstanding he was well aware of the influ- twould have been furnished with this new but ly survive the tragedy. She has been deliri
and desired opportunity of sneering at
in the street, by authority, that it would be any infraction of the laws ;but on the contra- epee that that meeting, ifit should not take the signal
<
boasted liberty and freedom of speech ! ous almost constantly since his death. She
unsafe to disregard, that if they opened their iy, it expressly asserted that his private char right turn, would have in infuriating the mob our
entitled to the sympathies of the Christian
mouths, they might expect to share the fate acter was unimpeachable ; and yet this was to do their work. He and his friends had 'There is not a man in this community that world,
ami, no doubt, will receive them.
believes
it.
I
regret,
deeply
regret,
that
the
of Lovejoy ; while at the same time they have called a compromise ! At the adjourned meet prayed earnestly that God would overrule
There is now comparative quietness in our
Committee
should
not
have
taken
this
ground.
been kindly assured, that if they would keep ing °n Friday, pains were taken by certain
deliberations of that meeting for good. 1 believe the time will come, when they will city. 1 he mob, having triumphed over the
still, they should not be molested. I have not individuals to get in as many as possible who the
been all day communing with°God. see that they have erred. They may indeed, laws, have undisputed control. No steps
been threatened with violence, that 1 am a- were opposed to Mr. L., that every thing He-had
His countenance, the subdued tones of his for a time enjoy the unenviable satisfaction’ have yet been taken to arre,st the offenders,
ware of, but I consider myself not the less in might be carried by acclamation. The meeting voice,
and whole appearance indicated a mind of being commended by every slaveholding although they are well known. Indeed, they
danger. I shall, nevertheless' proceed to tell was hardly organized before a resolution was in a peculiarly
boast openly m the streets of their deeds of
heavenly frame, and ready to
you the truth, as I conceive every American warily brought in excluding all from
arti- acquiesce in the will of pod whatever that and enslaved press in the land, for their zeal valor. Report says, there has been quite a
citizen is deeply interested in the events that cipation in the deliberations except citizens might be. I confess to you sir, that I regard ous attempt to compromise human rights. contention between two or three of the lead
are here transpiring. 1 state nothing but of Madison county. It was understood that ed him at the time, in view of all the circum They have already received the meed. The ers, as to who was entitled to the honor of
what 1 know from personal observation, or the object of this resolution was to prevent stances, as presenting a spectacle of moral Missouri Republican, a print zealous in the shooting Lovejoy. There is, probably, no
from
the most unquestionable
authority.
If President Beecher and
other:’s who had trou sublimity, such as I had never before witness interest of the mob, is clamorous in their city on the civilized globe, where, when the
f
.
’
--------I shall, from wronir
wrong infnrmntinn
information, Alor inadvert bled them with Some
some sober
sober tri
truths and argu ed, and such as the world seldom affords. It praise ; but, when the occasion of th,e present evidence of guilt is so abundant, and so palently, state any thing that is not in strict ac ments the day before, opening their mouths reminded me of Paul before Festus, and of excitement shall have gone by, and men re pxffiffi, no efforts would be made to bring the
cordance with truth, 1 will most cheerfully on
' the occasion. The way being thus clear Luther at Worms. As soon as he hud left turn again to sober reflection : when reason, offenders to justice* The magistrates who
instead of passion and interest, begins again’
retract it, so soon as it shall be made to ap- ed,
1 one of the committee (M. Linden) made a off
are not in the interest of the mob, feel, like
speaking he left the room, and the Attor
pear that I have erred, and take pains to make long
1
speech in explanation of the views of the ney General* again obtained the floor. He to sway men> minds, these transactions'will all the rest of us, that they are at their mercy.
and commending, in the highest treated as hypocritical cant, everything Mr. be viewed even by themselves, in a very dif
the retraction as public as the statement. My committee,
‘
O ! my country ! my country I I tremble
ferent point of light from what they now are.
their liberality and indulgence.0 It
object is to injure no man ; but simply tell terms,
1
for thy destiny. I already see the fair fabric
the truth.
'was viewed by the speaker as a remarkable L. had said. He held him up as a fanatic of When the history of these times shall here of its government crumbling by the hand of
the first order, and as a very dangerous man
You, I believe, sir, know pretty well my instance of moderation, considering the prov in the community. He waxed warm, and be after be chronicled by the impartial historian the destroyer—its pillars tottering on their
views in reference to abolitionism, the great ocation that had been given ; and more than came very violent, not only against Mr. L., for the use of posterity, the highest place that base, and the foundations themselves givim*
agitating question of the nation. I shall not intimated that ifit were not accepted, so fa but against abolitionists and ministers of the I desire on the historian’s page is to be found way ! May the God of nations, who has
therefore, be charged by you, at least, withzeaZ vorable terms might not be offered. In the gospel generally, interlarding his speech with standing up for, and supporting the laws oj been so often provoked by contempt of
for abolitionism, in writing what I have. The course of his remarks, he broke out in sever many profane allusions to Scripture ; in ref my country. Let my name have an humble Us authority, and abuse of his goodness, in
great strife is not between abolitionism and al episodes of considerable length against erence to which, he betrayed as much igno place under the simple, but patriotic protest his infinite mercy, avert the fearful judgments
anti-abolitionism. The numberofabolitionists abolitionists, ministers of the gospel, &c. &c. rance as malignity. A number of respecta of Winthrop S. Gilman. With the laws of that are fast gathering over her 1 If he does
in this town is quite small. And those engaged After he had concluded his speech, which ble gentlemen, most of whom are not aboli my country let me stand or fail.
Many incorrect statements have gone a- not, then we are, as a nation, undone. Deso
in this conflict have not taken sides according although it professed to be very mild and con tionists, un willing to sit and hear themselves
broad relative to the conduct of those engag lation and rum, wide spread and fearful, will
to their viewsin reference to this question afall. ciliatory, was in fact, of the most inflamma and
sweep away all tfle structures that have been
friends, and their religion longer abused,
It has been a question, whether a peaceful, un- tory character, Mr. Lovejoy obtained the arose and left the room. As they were going ed in defending the press.—Some of these reared for human liberty and human happi
we deem it important to correct.
offending citizen, of irreproachable character, floor.
out the speaker paused, and said he would
They have been charged with a spirit of ness, and blot out our name from under heavshould be protected in the exercise of his
He proceeded to the desk, in front of the wait for the abolitionists to leave the room —
/
W.
lawful rights. Probably not one fourth of audience, laid aside his overcoat, and in the be was sure they would not be inissed. Af bravado and recklessness, in bringing the en*
press
into
the
city
at
a
time
when
the
popu

those who volunteered, from lime to time, in most calm and deliberate manner addressed ter speaking a while in a most inflammatory
.From Florida.-^-A slip from the office of
lace was so much excited against it. That
defence of the press, and probably not more the meeting. He repelled, in a spirit of meek manner,
he introduced a resolution as a sub there is no foundation for this, will appear the Georgia Constitutionalist brings us a let
than one half of the number in the building ness several charges and insinuations that had stitute for those in the report of the committee
ter from Fort Mellon, dated the 7tli ult. and
devoted to destruction were abolitionists.— been hurled at him. He said it was not true which said a religious paper might be estab- <from the following facts, which are not gen containing the agreeable intelligence that all
erally
known.
On
the
2d
inst.
when
the
ex

Several were there who I know have always that he held in contempt the feelings and sen lished in Alton, under certain circumstances. <
citement was so great that it was apprehend the chiefs, including Satn Jones, have agreed
been opposed, and are still opposed to aboli timents of this community in reference to the The
manifest spirit and design of his resolu- 'ed that the press could' not be safely landed, to emigrate. A great council was held at
tionism. Interesting as the question of slave great question which was agitating it. He tion was, that no independent religious paper (
(it was expected daily,) they sent an express Tort Mellon on the 7th, at which were pres
ry is, the question now pending here, I re respected and appreciated the feelings of his should be loleraled.
to St. Louis, to await its arrival there, and ent all the officers of the army at that post,
gard as surpassing it in interest. To have fellow citizens ; and it was one of the most
The chairman
of the. .committee,? Hon. have
I
it landed at Chipjiewa, auuui
about o5 nines
miles the Cherokee delegates, and Micanopy with
i
.
my mouth hermeticafly sealed and guarded painful and unpleasant duties of his life, that
the other Seminole chiefs; and at which it
by pistols and bayonets, and not allowed to he was called upon to differ from them. If Lyius Ldwards, arose, and in a very respect- below this place, and hauled to a place for was concluded that the Cherokees should go
tul
but
decided
manner,
expressed
his
dissent
secretion
in
a
building
which
had
been
.
Vi
---------en

express an'opiniou without danger of imme they supposed he had published sentiments from
n.---- .........................
:.........
He urged I ggaged to store it. A team was kept in readi back to Sam Jones and bring him in, with
the sentiments just
uttered,.
diate assassination,—this, this is slavery infi contrary to those generally held in this com the
of < maintaining
peace “¿nd
__ j importance
'i
■
■ > .
”J l-~~~
ness the next ....j
day at Chippewa, to receive
receive it his few followers, he having consented to sur
munity,
because
he
delighted
in
differing
nitely more degrading and humiliating than is
good
order,
and
concluded
by
saying,
that
he
and
two
individuals
went
down
to
assist i render on condition, not that General Jesup
to.b® (o0,]d in any form in Louisiana and from them, or in occasioning a disturbance, wished to take his stand before the country loadins it. It
~
did
not
arrive,
however,
and as i but simplTthaf he shnnlTb88 has.be^n fiated»
— I.
I commit‘ 5 i ...
Mississippi. For one, I shall not submit to they had entirely misapprehended him. But, ■zx«.
on______________
the report «^,4
and X.L.
resolutions
of .the
it. While I live, I shall utter freely my opin although he valued the good opinion of his tee.
....
But
the
substitute
was
urged
with
a
bad.
1
--------------- ----------- VVIIIJ cl j Mau.
11
UieiJ coil
ions, however dear I may pay for my temeri fellow citizens as highly as any man could, great deal of pertinacity, and finally carried Alton, and ifit should
...
uuj VlllJC,
.... ...............
ty. Life is as dear to me as to any man.— yet he was governed by higher considerations Kv
Qpi/--ki)tc« that »v-AorlzA » I»
«w» I > „ 1 x U.,tl i* .
••
•. i
»
i » ---------------by shouts that made the whole building
ring° i T
let it be
landed ;: ■but it at night, and
there
AV
3
.
anu
mere
either t\\o favor or fear of man. He was —
But life, purchased at the expense of disfran- than
!
H
no one voting to the contrary.. Ti__ _in should be any...
appearance of a------mob,--------it was-.toj’ dressed in woman’s clothes.
chisement of all the dearest attributes of mv 'impelled to the course he had taken, because favor of maintaining the supremacyIhose
• IJUtA UH1
horse was to he sent for him, as he is
of
the
•
”
i
'
’
k
be
carried
further
up
river.
C..
Z
.......
the
On
Saturbeing—what is it ? It is too high a price for he
1 feared Goo. As he should answer to God laws had either left the room, or remained as t’
iBUCfa afflicted with
night, Nov. 3d, another express was sent rheumatismver
6 ^ oid’
in the great day, he dare not abandon his sen idle spectators. The idea that Mr. Lovejoy day
me. I scorn to be a slave*
tn St
I
III
. J >. I
......... .. —
.
•
i
‘-Ilf«
But those who united in defending the timents, or cease in every proper way to prop was a fanatic, if not partially insane, was to St. Louis, ordering the press to arrive at | Other warriors were selected to go out and
Alton, at 3 or half past 3 o’clock, A. M. it be
press have been called a mob. It has been agate them.
countenanced by religious men in the meet ing thought the most unlikely time for a mob. bring the women and children, and others
said that one mob opposed another. There
He told the meeting he had not asked or ing.' A story was told of the lamented Elijah On Sunday evening, the 4th, an express ar- to unng in the horses and cattle.
is no truth in this statement. The citizens desired any compromise. He had asked for Pierson, who fell a victim to the impostor
Gen. Jesup after making these arrange
Rave in no instance, since those late difficul nothing but to be protected in his rights as a Matthias, as illustrative of the nature and ten j rived from St. Louis, and advised of the ar ments went to Garey’s Ferry to receive and
rival
of
the
press
at
that
place,
in
the
Missou

ties commenced, taken up arms, without the citizen, rights which God had given him, and dency ol this kind of fanaticism. Other sto
I discharge the volunteers from Tennessee and
express advice of the Mayor. They acted which were guarantied to him by the consti ries were told of a similar kind, which were ri Fulton. An urgent letter was then written !i elsewhere.
to
the
Captain
to
make
his
arrangements
to
under his authority and direction. On the tution of his country. He asked “ What in regarded as very much in point by the meet
i Micanopy, Philip and Oseola and about a
»night of the 31st ult., when it was rumored fraction of the laws have I been guilty of? ing. Their whole tendency was to impress reach this place at 3 o’clock on Tuesday dozen other chiefs, are to be sent to Washing
morning,
which
he
did,
as
already
staled
in
that a riot would be got up at the Presbyte Whose good name have I injured ? When upon the minds of the audience, that Mr. L.
ton, according to instructions from the War
rian church, where President Beecher was to and where have I published any thing ¡njm was not entitled to the protection of the laws my former letter. By ibis statement it will Department.
appear that every precaution was taken to
preach, the Mayor expressly advised that rious to the reputation of Alton ? Have I in the exercise of his rights.
Information has been received from Col.
those who were disposed to aid him in keep not on the contrary, labored in common with _ The meeting adjourned with every expres avoid excitement on the landing of the press. laylor, at Tampa Bay, that two Indians had
Another Storys that has been reported come into his camp, and announced the com
ing the peace, should have their arms in some the rest of my fellow citizens, to promote sion of satisfaction at what had been done._
convenient place where they could get them the reputation and interest of Alton ? What No resolution had been passed to destroy Mr. through the Missouri Republican is, “that Mr. ing of Alligator and another chief, with their
at a moment’s warning. They obeyed him has been my offence ? Put your finger upon L. and his press, it is true, but from the resolu Lovejoy, on the evening preceding his death people, on the third day thereafter.
implicitly in this matter. Their arms were it. Define it, and I stand ready to answer for tions that were passed, and from the remarks had agreed to leave Alton, and remove his
defiosited near the church, and when there it. If I have been guilty, you can easily cor made, it was clearly demonstrated to the press, but was dissuaded by Beecher and
PorZc.—The number of hogs slaughtered
were indications of a mob, by a stone having rect me. You have public seutiment in your minds of al] present that if such a work was some others from so doing, on the ground that ! last season in the valleys of Ohio and Missis
the
war
had
been
commenced
there,
and
heen thrown into the window, they repaired favor. You have your juries, and you have undertaken, it would not be interrupted by
sippi, amounted, according to Lyford’s West
immediately to their guns, and formed in your attorney, (looking at the Attorney Gen those who composed that meeting. Add to must be terminated there.”
ern Address Directory, to five hundred thous
This statement is not true. Mr. L. never and ! averaging two hundred pounds each
;a line in front of the church, awaiting the eral,) and I have no doubt you can correct me. this the fact, that several of the magistrates
orders of the Mayor. After the church was But, if I have been guilty of no violation of were known to be in favor of the mob. One vacillated for a moment, in regard to his du hog, the total amount being one hundred
ty in maintaining his rights to ihe last. That millions of pounds ! which was in the mar
dismissed, he advised them all to go home. the laws, why aril 1 hunted up and down con- had
been heard to say, openly, after the first
They immediately obeyed, although, as they timially, as a partridge upon the mountains? press was destroyed : “ I ordered them to President B. did express it as his opinion in ket. The cost of the article varied. Up the
retired, some of the people threw stones at Why am I threatened with the tar-barrel 2 disperse, but they had my good wishes.”_ consultation on Monday, that it was the duty Missouri river, the minimum price was $3 50;
them. One was struck on the head ; anoth VVhy am 1 waylaid in the day, and from Another recently said, “ he considered the of good citizens to contend for the freedom ¡in other parts of Missouri state, $5 per one
er on ihe back, and a third had the breach night to night, and my life in jeopardy every mobs as the least of the two evils,” (compar of speech, and resist the demands of a lawless hundred pounds. In Illinois and Indiana the
mob, is quite probable.
These are well prices varied from $4 25 to $6 ; and in Ohio,
of his gun Struck off by a stone. But they hour?” He told them they made up a false
■did not retaliate. If this was a mob, acting issue, (as the lawyers say,) there were not two ing them with abolitionism.) And to these known to be his sentiments. These are the and along the Ohio river, eastwardiv from
add
also
the
well
known
opinions
of
the
Prosi
,
■
- __
— ." k'— (Sentiments of all who defendedthenress— Cincinnati, the average price was $7 per one
as they were under the direction of the civil parties in the matter, between whom there eentinir Atlnrnov r>I, fho
Attorney of the Etoto
state, iltl,...
“that any
thing they acted from principle. These were the hundred pounds ; total average cost about
authorities, then these men will not deny could be a compromise. He planted himself ecutrng
might
tolerated
rather
suffer
Mr. *L.
L. s
all the g^tlemen wko^mpo^
be
than
sufTer'Mr.
that they were in a mob.
for pork and bacon, for sale in the
down upon his unquestionable rights, and the and his
h,s press to remain
rema,» among
a.noog us.
lls.” J say ed the Convention fupper Alton. U rneün $6,000,000
western markets.—JV. Y. Com. Adv.
Again, on the night of the landing of the question to be decided, was not whether he
put
all
these
things
together,
and
it
was
not
Í
the
delegates.)
And
forthe
special
benefit
of
press, the Mayor was with 30 men under should be protected in the exercise and en difficult
d.fte.dt to predict the
.he result.
^.,1. ! ,oirt my friend Ihat e(li»0l.
tl)o8e of hjs -1.^;»' XX“;
arms, counseling and acting with them. A- joyment of those rights.— What is the question ?
Calhoun.—It is distinctly charged in
on my way home fiom the meeting, that Lknow it, I will take it upon myself to inform theMr.
*gain, while the mob was raging, the Mavor, Whether my property shall be protected, there
Salisbury (N. C.) Watchman, that several
he V,
these were tbesXhnetX of Wa"l™g"
would oerm.nly
certainly be
violence. lt WOIj|d
after he had exerted all his official authority whether I shall be suffered to go home to my
gentleman of that place, heard Mr. Calhoun
t°n and Lafayétte, of Adams and Hancock, of denounce the sub-Treasury scheme, as he
without, went into the building to confer family at night, without being assailed, and
Since
writing
this
letter,
I
have
just
learned
that
Jefferson
and
Franklin,
and
all
the
founders
of
,
------ - mat
with those within, on the expediency of giv threatened with tar and feathers and assassi , . .
went on to Washington in August last.
........
--- in the icorueu
our FREI. (!) repl,blic And thev are (he sen
gentleman was
not----now-acting
capacity . of'
ing up the property ; they asked him whether nation ; whether my afflicted wife whose life I this
Attorney General —having been disqualified in consethey should defend their property with arms has been in jeopardy, from continued alarms I quence ofthreeseveral indictments that are now pend timents of Daniel Webster, the great ex A Good Cow.—Mr. Jonathan Messenger, of
and he replied, as he had repeatedly before, that and excitement, shall night after night be ing against him. The first is.for an assault on Senator pounder of the Constitution, of Henry Clay, Canton, has a cow which gave milk suffi
they had a perfect right to do so, and that the driven from a sick bed into the garret, to save Kiley at Vandalia, with intent to kill. The facts, as of John Quincy Adams, and almost every cient to make 207 pounds of butter from the
in the indictment are as follows : Mr. L. met the other man who has distinguished himself by
Jaw justified that course. This, then, is the her life from the brick bats and violence of staled
Senator in a Barber's shop, and fired a pistol at him promoting his country’s glory. Yet, for the 20th of April last to the 4th of Oct., besides
.kind of mob that was organized against the the mob : that sir, is the question.” Here his containing
what was used in his family, consisting of
five balls, which passed through his coat
assailants.
feelings overcame him, and he burst into without doing him any injury. When L. saw that it expression of these sentiments in 1837, Presi from thirteen to fifteen persons!
I alluded in my former letter, to a public tears. Many others in the room also wept, had not taken effect, he fired another pistol, which also dent Beecher is held up to public animadver
rneeting held on Friday P. M. previous to the several sobbed aloud, and I thought for a missed him. The second indictment was at Vandalia sión. The editor regards him as a “ far more
05^A petition for the repeal of the Small
palpable omission of duty, having visited only two dangerous man than the deceased Lovejoy,”
outrage. The official account of this meeting time, that the sympathies of the meeting were for
Bill Law is circulating in the city of New
counties of the State on official duty, The third is ’
and
has
already
designated
him
to
the
opera

you will see in the Alton papers. This meet so much excited that there would he a reac pending in this county, for palpable omission of duty I
York. When last heard from it had receiv
ing originated among those who were known tion in his favor. He apologized for having having been drunk during the whole term of court -J tors as a suitable victim tobe “sacrificed.” ed the signatures of 14,700—embracing citi
Perhaps
injustice,
T
ought
also
to
state
that
he
has
re-'
We regard it as very providential, that he left
19 be opposed io the views of Mr. Lovejoy, betrayed any weaknessVn °heoccason.It
cently joined the temperance society in Alton.
' town on Monday; for we are advised, that a zens of all parties and professions—and meas
ured more than 500 feet in length.
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’ adjourn, it adjourn to meet on Monday morn
_ _____ _ ...
the attack made by the British soldiers upon
ing at 11 o’clock.
Maine Legislature
•¡ Calhoun’s resold- the steamer Caroline.
The Senate then adj.
The discussion of Mr. -Various nronosiUNITED STATES LEGISLATUREAll the documents were read. Mr.
SENATE.
lions was again resumed. Various proposi
(iiscussed, modified, and Thompson of S. C. denounced the coolness
MONDAY, JAN. 15.
>'
THURSDAY, JAN. IL
TWENTY-FIFTH CONGRESS.....SECOND SESSION. tions
lions were uucivm
i«__J indifference of Me
offered,) <1.....
Mr. Forsyth’s Ipttpr
letter tn
to
rejected, for amending the second clause of I and
«Mr. Fox in the severest
On
motion
of
Mr.
Green,
Ordered,
That
Two
bills
for
acts
additional
to the distri
terms. ivir.
i. s-aiu
vui uwuvu
Mr. T.
said
Mr Clay’s substitute for the 5th Resolution.'I the attack was murderous,
===^=^enate“
outrageous, cruel1 the Justices of the Supreme Court be re- bution of the Surplus Revenue, came from
TUESDAY, JAN. 9.
— i substitute offered by Mr. Rives was re-j and
“ I bloody, and
quested to give their
following
ana demanded
aemanaea the
trie severest
severest and
uuu ’qucmcu
»»«-•» opinion
------ —to the ...................
o ¡ the House and were referred in concurrence,
| Mr. Soule presented a petition from BrunsThe Message and accompanying docu jected by a vote of 10 to 29. Finally, the;'immediate redress from the British Govern-1 question.
question
was
taken
on
the
second
branch
of,
nt
Is it competent for both branches of the wjck for the repeal of the Small Bill Law.
ments reported to the House yesterday,
Mr.
Clay
’
s
substitute,
modified
to
read
as
fol
-1
Mr Rhett apologised, excused and defend- , Legislature to admit evidence to prove that ji jv was
vvas ivau
read auu
and mvii
then referred,
before the Senate to-day. Being read Mr.
_ in
... the
....„ at- the returns
____ constitutionally
________
* received . atL the I| The bill and the several
for the
ed thé conduct of the British, even
-.......... petitions,
Clay, of Ky., rose in his place and comment lows :
«
*
__ yi ~
ÎTyî»« tii'ici
Resolved, That any attempt of Congress to i| tack
He hadJ noth-; Secretary’s îaoffice
are »»/it
not pniTPP.t
correct,. find
and itif Sso, to repeal of the small bill law, presented in the
ed severely on the conduct of those who co,n"
made
upon the Caroline.
House on Friday, came up and were referred
mined the outrage upon the Caroline. 1 he abolish slavery in any Territory of the United;I ,ng to
the murder of American ; what extent.
1 say, against
<
Mr.
Dumont
said he was the last
man that jn concurrence.
act, he said, demanded ample redress. I ,e States in which it exists, would create serious ,; citizens,
mi», on American soil at midnight.
If
it
;
Mr.
Dumo,,.
—
midnight,
and just apprehensions in the States sus- j could be proved that the Caroline belonged ! would cause unnecessary delay ; on the con-' ; V|Dr.
Whipple,
Senator elect, from the
. S. S. vv
mppte, otuu»ui
National dignity required that the outrage alarm
1
that domestic institution ; would he a vishould be immediately recognised as an out tainimr
olation of good faith towards the inhabitants off to the enemies of Great Britian, she had donc I trary he wished go to work and do the prop- gib District, appeared, was qualified and took
attack
rage against the nation, and as such should any such 'territory,
riu/rv who
wuo have
uaw been permitted
......._____
attack than
any than any ’ er business of legislators,
legislators, and although the H,jLjss seat>
to_,:.ino that
moremidnight
in that midnight
1 ' gentleman
____ ’js ability and discrimination generMr. Woodbury asked leave to lay on the
id hold
shves,
because
the people ' ot
have done, and he could
be treated by the Government.
settle with and
¡...'...h
’
l—
; |)ei. nation would
>
>
i
....
i
••.
-----1
n_.
------------l,.,..
in put- --.11
to'onnsilions
inl Li ,l.i»
^..»noitinnc of
nt CLit
>>nacin Soule, find
enabled ......
him to
all liia
his propositions
the depositions
Sampson
and
Mr. Calhoun was opposed to discussion, ot
territory uuve
ii-.i asked for the
.... ....
ientii wri.tiiiau
r- ,
,!jable
of anv sucn
such Territory
have not
ab- not eon(
eondemn
what had neeti
been uvuv,
done, uit nit was ally
a ...........
and was inclined to throw cold water on the olition -of
of slavery therein, and because, that when ! done undei- (he supposition that the Caroline into good shape, still as there were nice points j Wm. Staunton, and of Abijah S. Freeman
~ •
...be admitted
’
Mr. Rhett’s re- ! to be considered in this order, he hoped time and by request said affidavits were read.
any such- Territory
shall
into the belonged to the enemy.
recent outrage on the Caroline.
....
•
i . <be- allowed,
.. t
preSent impression
Mr. Clay followed in reply to Mr. Calhoun. Union as a State, the people thereof will be en marksB seemed• to excite the
The depositions were laid on the table.
indignation
ofr might
The Senator from S. C. he said, had a 1’g*1* titled to decide that question exclusively for nearly all who heard him.
I was decidedly against asking the opinion of
TUESDAY, JAN. 16.
to his own opinion, and he also certainly had themselves.
___ , ...........
Mr. Menifee, of. *»
Ky. spoke next,
and wish-1 the Supreme Court. If we arenotcompeWhich substitute was agreed to by the fol edTo pres'^
a right to his. He was content to believe
dignity and the i tent to decide our own business, we had bet
The opinion of the Judges of (he Supreme
that the evidence before him was correct, and lowing vote :—Yeas 33—Nays 9.
Court was sent in, on the question recently
pre- ter go home and let others come who aie.
character of the Government. It was pre
he therefore looked upon the outrage as full
The order was laid on the table.
propounded io them. They are unanimously
posterous
to
talk
of
a
war
with
Great
Britain.
FRIDAY, JAN. I 2.
The Secretary of State asked leave to lay of the opinion, that the Legislature cannot go
of atrocity and injustice, and one which call
No such war would come—none could
ed for immediate redress. He thought no aMr. uainoun
Calhoun’s sixm
sixth resolution,
pacific, Kinuiy
kindly ur
dis->- on the table a letter respecting the votes behind the returns, to investigate the manner
ivir.
icmhuiiou, relating to come. Both parties were paciuc,
pology could be offered for such an outiage. the admission of Texas to the Union, and the ! j)Oged townrds y^h other, and would settle thrown at Albany in September last for Gov in which town elections have been conduct
The'discussion concluded, after a word or bearing of that question on the extension o»‘a|| their difficulties in a pacific manner.. M:\
ed, even where fraud is alleged, unless in ca
Mr. ernor, Senators and Representatives.
two from Mr. Benton, and the papers were Slavery, was taken up, ami Mr. Calhoun M. then spoke of the conduct of the Govern
Mr. Randall laid on the table a remon ses where forgery is charged, or fraud is evi
referred jointly to the Committee on roieign spoke at length in support of it. Mr. Preston ment ot
strance against the votes .~.
for Governor
and. dent from the returns. The law provides
uiiJiea State?*, Hu«
ns »uuuvc
—
of tne
the United
and uviiipttiuu
compared its^
Affairsand the Committee on Finance.
followed. He concurred in the opinions ex conduct now, and its policy in the affairs of i Senators given in the town of I eland, and lor the punishment of fraud or negligence in
J
_
.
-w
•
i
ci.
.
i
______
t
I
____
1
...
___
_
.1
It!»»•»
PAinrntttOA
Mr. CALHOUN’S RESOLUTIONS.
pressed in the resolution, but. being desirous Mexico. The United States, he said, had ’ moved that it be referred to the committee town officers, and if the penalties are not suf
After some unimportant remarks relative of meeting the question of the admission of acted a discreditable and infamous part in the who have had under consideration the Guber ficient, the Legislature must make them so.
to the laws of certain States between Messrs. Texas, disconnected with that o| Slavery, as controversy with Mexico; a part that was natorial votes.
On motion, Ordered that the report be
Webster, Davis and Young, Mr. Webster said it might be done on his resolution already cowardly and mean in the extreme. He held
The purport of the remonstrance was, that laid on the table, and 1000 copies printed for
he had no objection to the doctrines contain presented, and which is to be called up on the Administration responsible for all, and the returns were not recorded or sealed up the use of the Legislature.
ed in the first part of the fourth resolution-- die first day of February, he concluded by believed if the Government had checked ex until several hours alter the adjournment of
Adj. to 10, to-morrow morning.
and seemed to be indifferent as to the whole moving to lay the resolution on the table for cesses in Mexico, she would have had none the meeting.
A long discussion endued not relative to
resolution.
the present. After a reply by Mr. Calhoun, to check in New York.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Mr. Morris spoke in opposition to the reso <11K
and1 «a 1rejoinder
by Mr. Preston, the motion of
THURSDAY, JAN. 11.
The Message and accompanying docu the subject under consideration, which re
'
lution as inconsistent and unjust.
the latter• was agreed to—yeas 35.
ments were then referred to the Committee sulted in laying the remonstrances on the
The
question
before
the
House was on ac
The fourth resolution, after two or three
of Foreign Affairs, with the exception of that table.
cepting the report ot the committee on the
unimportant amendments, was adopted 34 to
Mr.
Prince
moved
that
the
order
laid
on
part, asking for appropriations, which was re
Gubernatorial votes.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
5.
ferred to the Committee of Ways and Means. the table by Mr. Greene be now taken up,'
Mr. Hamlin argued at length in opposition
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 3
* The Fifth Resolution came up for conside
and it was accordingly.
. to its acceptance, and was followed by Mr.
of mr.
Mr. ueeu
Reed, proceedration. Mr. Smith of Conn, wno
who nau
had sup- The House, on motion oi
Mr.
Boutelle
said
he
was
opposed
to
calling
TUESDAY, JAN. 9.
; Tenney in the affirmative, until the hour of
' ’ . A great
ported the four resolutions, opposed the fifth. e(j ¡n (he presentation of memorials.
the Supreme Court in questions as to the’ adjournment.
1__
.
.i
ions
A number of private bills was reported, on
number ..t
of „„a.Tnvion
anti-Texian resolutions
were pre
The people
had a right to enter iinr.ri
upon thp
the ............................
organization of the Legislature. We have
Mr. T. concluded his remarks in the after
doctrines of the fifth. They had, in his opin sented. After the calling of Stares was gone read twice and committed.
precedents of this kind except in this State. noon,
and was followed by Mr. Vose on the
Mr. Smith from the Committee on Com no
through, sevuicii
several bills
Among
IDOIISU Oiaveiy
m the District ', inruugu,
uino were reported.
........
.p
ion, a right to abolish
Slavery in
Such
questions
were
referred
to
the
Court
a
had the right, although which were
an ----Indian Appropriation
Bill, merce, reported a bill to extend the privilege few years since, but he did not approve of it. same side and by Mr. Parris in the negative.
of Columbia. They ».«««
— ....
.
EVENING SESSION.
he believed the exercise of the right would and a bill making appropriations for certain of drawbacks, and to abolish distinctions in The blanches are the judges of the election
On motion of Mr. Paine of Sanford, the
ports of entry ; which was read twice and of their own members, when acting separate
roads.
he inexpedient and unjust.
Report of the Gubernatorial Committee was
committed.
Mr. Crittenden followed, and commented
ly, and he thought it must be the same in taken up for further consideration.
THURSDAY, JAN. 4.
Mr. Carter, from the Select Committee, to reference
severely on the resolutions. They placed the
to
the
votes
for
Governor,
when
Mr. Delesdernier offered someremarksasubject in the air, and were but air bubblesA large number of bills were reported, whom the subject had been referred, report acting jointly—and it is a right we ought to
ed a bill extending the provisions of the pen exercise for ourselves. If this question is de gainst the acceptance of the report, and was
mere abstractions, meaning nothing—nothing |nost (,f which were of little interest,
—nothing. He examined the former remarks | The debate on referring the financial part sion Law of 1832 to Western Indian fighters, cided in one way, the seats of the gentlemen followed by Messrs. Goodenow and Paine ot
and replied to them with great warmth and i; of the President’s Message to the Committee between 1783 and 1795—read twice and com from Cumberland will be virtually vacated, Sanford.
On motion of Mr. Codman the question
spirit. Mr.C. said he could not participate in | of Ways and Means, was resumed in Com- mitted.
the mover of this order seems to have was taken by yeas and nays on the accept
The House then proceeded to the order of■ and
the fears of some of the Senators from slave-j| tnittee of the Whole, and Mr. Potter made a
staked
his
seat
on
the
issue.
This
shows
his
holding States. For bis own part he felt j¡speech. The Committee rose without taking the day, being the consideration of the refer disinterestedness, but he himself did not wish ance of the report and decided in the affirma
tive, as follows :—
ence of the President’s annual message.
strong in the laws—strong in the Constitu- ,¡any question and the House adjourned.
to put the gentleman into so awkward a po
Yeas.— York.— Messrs. Carle, A. L. Came,
lion—strong in the Union. He accused Mi.
sition.
A
question
vvas
once
submitted
to
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 10.
Dudley, Hobbs, Hight, Hersey, Jordan, Kim
Calhoun ot making the Slavery question and
FRIDAY, JAN. 5.
the Supreme Court relative to the election oi ball, J. Lord, &c.—96.
this discussion a political question and a po
The proceedings related chiefly to ques a representative ; two of the Judges decided
The President’s Message was received, but
Nays.— York—Messrs. Ayer, Bracket, Bod
litical discussion, and every man according to the House refused to suspend the rules to tions regulating the order of business and the one way, and one another. The House re
his notions was to be dubbed an Abolitionist j’ receive a resolution founded upon it.
duties of committees, and to the reception ot jected the opinion of the majority, and adopt well, Came, Cook, Frisbee, Lord, Mildram,
O’Brien, Paine, Patten, Shapleigh, Towle,
who was not a State Rights man.
I The Committees proceeded to make re- unimportant reports.
ed that of the minority ! It is evident, then,
Mr. Calhoun argued that if the Abolition-1* ports, most of which were of a private char
Upward of an hour was consumed in the that this application is and can be of no avail. Barker, &c.—81.
ists went on, there would be either an end of acter.
reception of Reports—all of which were ex Let us keep our power in our own hands,
FRIDAY, JAN. 12.
the Union or a civil war.
clusively of a private character.
and be careful how we permit any set of men
The following gentlemen were joined on
Mr. Clay, after some few remarks from
Mr. M’Kay reported a resolution from the to interfere with the exercise of this right.
SATURDAY, JAN. 6.
part of the House to the Joint Select
Messrs. Crittenden and Preston, took the floor.
ICommittee on Military Affairs,
to discharge
Greene said—It seems that whatever the
Committee on the subject of repealing the
The resolution reported by Mr. Howard, the Committee of the Whole from the con be Mr.
He entered into a brief explanation of the ori
the
nature
of
the
subject
under
discussion,
gin of the constitution, its relationship be from the Committee on Foreign Affairs, was sideration of the Report of the Secretary of j the Cumberland Senators must come in for law prohibiting the emission of small bills:
Messrs. Lyman ot Portland, Patten of Bath,
| War, transmitted to Congress with the Pres
tween States and Government, and its ratifi taken up as follows :
Resolved, That the President of the United States be ident’s Message in December last, and to re their share. But Senators are not the subject, McMillan ot Fryeburg, Dudley of Lyman,
cation by the Government. He regretted
nor do I deem that the elections of Senators Underwood of Fayette, Mitchell of Dover
to communicate to this house, as far as the
that the resolutions had been designated as requested
same may he consistent with the public interest, all the fer the same to the Committee on Military and that of Governor stand on the same prin
Ingalls of Mercer.
the doctrines of any one party. In such great information in either of the Departments respecting the Affairs.
ciples. I have perfect confidence in the o- andThe
following gentlemen were joined on
principles, intended for the security of prop capture, by the United Slates sloop of War Watches, of
pinionsof
the
Judges,
and
if
they
decide
athe part of the House to the Joint Select
erty and the preservation of the Union, there the Mexican vessel of war, the General Urrea, and its
THURSDAY, JAN. 11.
gainst
me,
I
shall
cheerfully
submit.
1
think
subsequent
restoration
by
the
United
States
to
the
Mexiwho have under consideration
should be no appeal to one party but to all --The greater portion of the morning was there is need of advice on this subject, and Committee,
—to the Democratic party—to the Jackson '
Government,
the expediency of altering the act relative to
Mr. Adams moved to amend the resolution spent in a discussion upon an alleged loss of we have sufficient precedent in our own State the distribution and repayment of the pub
party—to the old Republican party—to the by adding thereto the following : —
$3000 by a sergeant-at arms, and the ques for this act.
lic money.
Van Buren party—to the Loco Foco parly.
•< And also copies of all instructions to the officers of tion of compensating him.
Mr. Dumont said, I am decidedly and un
Messrs. Bradbury of New Gloucester,
Mr. Clay spoke of the right of petition, and the Government
____ __of_____________
the United Statesand all corresponThe House adopted, during the morning, equivocally opposed to asking the opinion of
said there were three views of this question ; , ¿ence W1l|, them, with the Government of any of the Mr. Wise’s important resolution, inquiring as jI the Supreme Court upon this, or any other Brooks of York, Smith of Norway, Leach of
and’ Officers of m
Mexone was where petitions were presented of a (! States,
---- and* with
■ the Governments
—... ......
—
Wilton, Webster of Orono, Barrows of Wil
and of Great Britain, concerning the preservation of to the expediency of depriving the President question. It was once attempted, but has son and Smith of Machias.
character that undoubtedly did not belong to j!I ico
the neutrality of the United States in the civil wars and of the United States, of the power of appoint
An order came from the Senate appointing
Congress to act upon ; the second was wheie ij insurrections in Mexico and in any of the British prov- ing members of Congress to office, while since been universally separated. Whatever
the thing prayed for was a controverted (i inces north of the United States, since the year 1829, ' members, or for two years thereafter. The may be the decision of the Supreme Court, a Joint Select Committee to contract with
we
are
after
all
the
sole
judges
of
our
own
some suitable person to do the printing for
question, and the third where it was undoubt-1I and particularly of a letter from the late President oil resolution was adopted, marvellous to relate,
elections. I would amend that order, sir, by the State for the current political year. The
United States to the Secretary of the Territory of
ed. Mr. Clay said that petitions for rhe ab-1II the
Arkansas.dated on or about the 10th December. 1836. j■ without discussion, and referred to a select asking whether the people shall rule or
olition of Slavery in the District of Columbia .
House concurred and joined Messrs. Stevens
' committee of nine. Two hours were then
belonged to this class. It was at least a ques-1j Mr. Fillmore then moved io amend rhe a- passed in the consideration of a resolution in whether they shall be disfranchised ? Sir, of Pittston, Soule of Freeport, Sawyer of
Edward
Kent
has
been
elected
Governor
of
tionable position, and one which he begged ( inendment by adding thereto the following: troduced by Mr. Adams, calling for informa
Brooks, Dodge of Sedge wick, Greely of Le
the Senate to consider in all its importance, jj “ And that the President be requested to communicate tion in regard to some letters published by ! Maine and so long as God gives me strength vant, Dana of Perry, and Allen of Oxford.
to
this
house
any
additional
information
in
his
possession
I
I
will
resist
to
the
utmost
of
my
power,
any
If,said Mr. Clay, you would receive, refer, ' of acts endangering the amicable relations between this Gorostiza, the Spanish Minister. Mr. Ad
The order came from the Senate for con
and report upon such pentions and against (! Government and that of Great Britain, either by the ams took the occasion to pour forth a heavy land every attempt to defraud the people. currence referring the votes given in by the
Suppose
sir,
Gorham
Parks
bad
a
majority
of
such prayers, it would satisfy the petitioners, . subjects of Great Britain or by our own citizens, on the volley of musketry against the United States,
people at the late election on the Resolve to
calm and tranquilize the public mind, and Canadian frontier, and what measures have been adopt for violating its neutral relations with Mexi one vote, should we have heard one word a- amend the Constitution relative to Bail to a
preserve the Union. Mr. Clay said that the ed by the Executive to preserve our neutrality with co. Mr. Menifee, of Kentucky, followed on bout asking the opinion of the Supreme Joint Select Committee. The House con
Kingdom.”
Court? No—never! never! Gentlemen wish curred and joined Messrs. Dunlap of Bruns
fifth resolution had a reference to some T,es' saidAfter
a long debate the House adopted Mr. with a heavier broadside, against General
tion beyond the Abolition of Slavery. lex- Howard’s resolution and the amendments oi Jackson. General Thompson, of South Car to have advice because the opinion of the wick, Rawson of Rumford, Hobbs of North
as, it might be seen, was thought of when i Mr. Adams and Mr. Fillmore. An adjourn- olina, run up the Texian flag, and fought in sovereign people at the ballot box is against Berwick, Hewett of Thomaston, Trussell of
them—that is the true secret.
the resolution was drawn up. Mr. Clay said,
words a kind of San Jacinto battle in behalf
Mr. Boutelle proposed an amendment to Orland, Boies of Calais and Danforth oi La
he hoped that this question would be kept i ment followed over to Monday.
of the young Republic.
Mr. Haynes, of this effect, in the shape of a second question : Grange.
free from party politics and from party feel
Bradbury ofN. Gloucester presented a
MONDAY, JAN. 8.
1Georgia, raised
the Administration flag,—
Is it competent for the Legislature to ad BillMr.
ing. He concluded his remarks with the
entitled an Act concerning the Public
¡said
a
few
words
in
behalf
of
the
old
Hero
of
mit
parole
evidence
to
invalidate,
destroy
or
Mr. Davee offered a resolution calling for presentation of a number of Resolutions of a
apportioned to the State of Maine.
' New Orleans. An adjournment followed.
impeach returns legally and constitutionally Money
pacific character—designed to harmonise and information in relation to the confinement of ]
Mr.
Appleton
of Portland presented a Bill
made ?
tranquilize the Northern and Southern sec an American citizen, William Greely, in Fredan Act additional providing for the
FRIDAY, JAN. 12.
This amendment was adopted, and the entitled
tions of the country. The resolutions were erickton jail—and also what measures had
disposition and repayment of the public mon
Mr. Buchanan, from the Committee on question put as amended, and passed—yeas ey apportioned to the State of Maine.
nine in number, and contain sentiments full been taken for his release. The House re
13
—
nays
8.
Elections,
to
whom
was
referred
the
resolu

Mr.
Clay
.
fused
to
consider
it,
and
continued
in
the
reof patriotism and statesmanship. F*
;
These bills were referred to the Joint Se
read them himself, and they excited great in--1 ception of memorials. Mr. Adams presented tion relating to Messrs, Prentiss and Ward,
lect Committee having under consideration
claiming
seals
as
representatives
from
Missis

FRIDAY,
JAN.
12.
-'
a
great
number,
and
among
them
one
so
,
terest in the Senate Chamber, which was
the subject of altering and providing for the
worded as to pray for the repeal of certain sippi, made a report on the facts of the case,
crowded to overflowing.
The Report of the Committee on Guber distribution of the public money.
but
coming
to
no
conclusion
thereon.
laws
which
separate
man
and
wife,
parent
Mr. Calhoun followed Mr. Clay, and ex
natorial votes, was presented to the Senate
Mr. Lyman presented a bill entitled an Act
The further consideration of the subject and read by the chair.
and child, in the District of Columbia.
amined the merits of his Resolutions*
providing for the repeal of the Act prohibitThis petition was laid on the table—the was postponed to Tuesday next, and the re
Mr. Ham remarked, that this report was! ing the emission of bank bills ot a small de
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 10.
|
Speaker
deciding that it related to the institu port and accompanying documents ordered one of some importance—that it would re nomination.
to be printed.
of slavery.
Petitions for the repeal of the Small Bill
The Senate was engaged during the whole tion
I
Mr. Cainhreleng, from the Committee of quire to be examined somewhat minutely. Law were presented from Eli Longley et als.
day in discussing the fifth of Mr. Calhoun’s
A Message was received from the Presi Ways
He therefore moved that it be laid on the ta
and
Means,
reported
a
bill
making
ap

• Charles H. Pierce et als.—Joseph Smith er
resolutions, and the substitute offered foi it dent
(
of the United States relative to the at
for the protection of the North ble, and 200 copies ordered to be printed for als.—Isaac Dyer et als.—James R. Groton et
by Mr. Clay, of Kentucky.
tack made by the British soldiers on the propriations
the use of this Board.
ern
frontier
of
the
United
States,
and
for
en

After a long and complex proceeding, Mr. steamer Caroline.—The Message of the Pres
Mr. Dumont had no objection to the mo als.—Benjamin Nason et ds.—Daniel GrangClay’s substitute having been modified, it ident is per contra of the Message of Friday. forcing our neutral obligations. It was read tion of the gentlemen from York—he had no, er et als.—Nathaniel Hobbs et als.—Ithamer
twice
and
referred
to
a
Committee
of
the
was finally adopted in the following form .
It calls the attack an aggravated outrage, and
objection to the fullest examination of the Re A. Beard et als.—John True et als.—Jesse
Whole.
Resolved, That the interference by the citi speaks of the great excitement existing on
port - but, as he had yesterday remarked, itr Snow et als.—Eben Swett et als.—and re
SATURDAY, JAN. 13.
zens of any of the States, with the view to the frontiers. The President says he has or
was now the eleventh day of the session ;and ferred to the Joint Select Committee who»
the abolition of slavery in the District, is en dered out the New York militia to preserve
The resolution introduced some days since he thought it time that we should begin to do have the subject under consideration.
Adjourned to 10 o’clock Monday mornings
dangering the rights and security of the Peo neutrality, and given notice to the British by Mr. Adams* calling for the pamphlet pub- something in the way of business.
ple of the District ; and that any act or meas minister of the attack made upon the Ameri fished by Gorostiza, the Mexican Minister,
Mr.
Greene
said,
it
might
be
inferred
from
MONDAY, JAN. 15
ure of Congress designed to abolish slavery can soil and American citizens. The Presi before he left home for this country. The the remarks of the gentleman from Kenne
Petitions for the repeal of the Small Bilh
in this District would be a violation of the dent asked for appropriations to support the pamphlet and some other information called bec, that delay would be occasioned by print
faith implied in the cessions by the States of soldiers he had called out. The Message for by the resolution, and said to be in pos ing the Report. The Senate had requested Law were presented from Jas. Sanburn et
Virginia and Maryland, a just cause of alarm was accompanied by several documents from session of the Department of State, is said to the Justices of the Supreme Court to give als. Haskell Pierce et als. Enoch Harringtons
to the People of the slaveholding States, and the District officers of New York, and affida contain some important facts touching our their opinion upon certain questions, which et als. B. M. Edwards et als. Dan. Reed et
als. Ek R. Parsons et als. and referred to thehave a direct and inevitable tendency to dis vits from the citizens in the steamer Caroline. Mexican relations.
would arise in the discussion of the princiturb and endanger the Union.
Mr. Poinsett’s letter to General Scott is also
The resolution was discussed an hour to ' pies of the Report—it could not be expected Committee who have that subject under con
sideration.
The vote on the adoption of Mr. Clay’s one of the documents, and also his letters to day by Messrs. Shields, of Tennessee, and ;
we should act upon it till their opinion
The Speaker announced the followingsubstitute was as follows :—Yeas 36—Nays the Governors of New York and Vermont, Halsey of Georgia, upon the one side, and in !i that
had been received. The printing of the Re Standing Committees:
calling for troops.—Mr. Poinsett’s letter to a speech begun by Mr. Cushing on the other. port, therefore, would occasion no delay
9.
On Leave of .Absence—Messrs. Chaplin*
On motion of Mr. White, it was resolved Gen. Scott gives him full authority and com Forty-five rills were finally passed, when
whatever.
Tunner, Porter, Fuller, Flint, Frisbee, ami
that the Secretary of War inform the Senate mand over the troops. The President trans the House adjourned over to Monday.
Mr. Dumont said that was the very diffi Hay ford.
in what manner the Indian Treaty Stipula fers all his powers, and for the rest tells Gen.
culty—had that order not been submitted, we
On Finance—Messrs. Fox, Came of Alfred*
tions and Annuities for 1837, bad been dis Scott to act upon his own discretion. The
bursed—whether in cash or merchandize, letters to the Governors, for calling out
Judge Fox of Pennsylvania, recently de should not now have to wait the opinion of Sheldon, Goodenow, McLellan, M’Crillis*
and if the latter, by what authority.
troops, requests Governor Marcy and Gover livered the opinion of the Court at consider the Judges. That delay would be occasion i Coburn.
I On Change y
of A'arnes—Messrs. Pennell*
The Bill authorizing the immediate pay; nor Jenison to raise troops far from the fron able length, upon a question argueu,
argued, which ■ ed by asking the opinion of . the
. T .Judges,
,
rnent (for their relief) of the Osage Indian tier, in order to have them as little excited as was whether a negrb in Pennsylvania has the was one of the many reasons which induced . and Nea] of Litchfield.
. .
___ ” —
.
. .
•
i
.
l.l.v.
»nstni-ilav tn
nnnnsp it
_____
him
yesterday
to
oppose
it.
| On County Estimates
—Messrs. Carle, Mar
Annuities for 1838, was passed.
possible.—Mr. Forsyth’s letter to Mr. Fox, right to vote. The Court decided that a ne
The motion that the Report lie upon the ble, Holt, O’Brien, Smiley, Chace, and Harris;.
A Report was received from the Secretary complains of the attack made upon the Car gro had no right to vote—that he was not a
On Engrossed Bills—Messrs. Appleton*
of War relative to the state of the defences on oline, and says the Government will call up, citizen within the meaning of the Constitution table and 200 copies be printed for the use of
i Shapleigh,
Reed, Miller, Tobey, Weeks oi
...
the Western Frontier—ordered to be printed on the British Government tor redress. Ac- and that the right of suffrage is restricted by the Senate, was then put and carried.
Mr. Greenq tnoved that when the Senate Cliaton, Roberts of Guilfordk
companying his letter he sends an account of that instrument to citizens.
with 15,000 extra copies.
THURSDAY, JAN. 11.

t

1

j

I

»eet on Monday morn-

MONDAY, JAN. 15.
dditional io the distriRevenue, came from
îferred in concurrence,
a petition from Bruns)f the Small Bill Law.
eferred.
veral petitions, for the
I law, presented in the
e up and were referred

Senator elect from the
was qualified and took
ed leave to lay on the
I Sampson Soule, and
tf Abijah S. Freeman
fidavits were read.
re laid on the table.
TUESDAY, JAN. 16.

Judges of (he Supreme
the question recently
They are unanimously
e Legislature cannot go
investigate the manner
ns have been conductis alleged, unless in cadiarged, or fraud is evi
ls. The law provides
f fraud or negligence in
he penalties are not sufb must make them so.
ed that the report be
1000 copies printed for
iture.
ow morning.
®S®*.PRESENTAT1VES.
THURSDAY, JAN. 11.

re the House was on ac)t the committee on the

1 at length in opposition
id was followed by Mr.
rnative, until the hour of

his remarks in the after
wed by Mr. Vose on the
. Parris in the negative.
!G SESSION.

’. Paine of Sanford, the
material Committee was
consideration.
offered some remarks ae of the report, and was
Goodenow and Paine ot
Ir. Codman the question
and nays on the accept
ed decided in the affirma-

ssrs. Carle, A. L. Came,
ht, Hersey, Jordan, Kim96.
?ssrs. Ayer, Bracket, BodFrisbee, Lord, Mildram,
alien, Shapleigh, Towle,
FRIDAY, JAN. 12.
ntlemen were joined on
»use to the Joint Select
subject of repealing the
emission of small bills:
1 Portland, Patten of Bath,
burg, Dudley of Lyman,
yette, Mitchell of Dover
er.
ntlemen were joined on
>use to the Joint Select
iave under consideration:
altering the act relative to
1 repayment of tbe pub-

jry of New Gloucester,
nith of Norway, Leach of
P Orono, Barrows of Wildfichias.
rom the Senate appointing
nmittee to contract with
in to dp the printing for
rrent political year. The
nd joined Messrs. Stevens
of Freeport, Sawyer of
»edgewick, Greely of Ley, and Allen of Oxford,
from the Senate for conthe votes given in by the
election on the Resolve to
ution relative to Bail to a
littee. The House coiiMessrs. Dunlap of Brunsiumford, Hobbs of North
ifThomaston, Trussell of
lalais and Danforth of La*

f N. Gloucester presented a
ct concerning the Public
d to the State of Maine.
’ Portland presented a Bill
ditional providing for the
pay ment of the public montbe Slate of Maine.
3 referred to tbe Joint Re
aving under consideration
ring and providing for the
public money.
sented a bill entitled an Act
repeal ofthe Act prohibit>f bank bills of a small de-

repeal of the Small Bill
ted from Eli Longley et. als,
> et als.—Joseph Smith ef
st als.-Jarnes R. Groton et
ason etGs.-Daniel Grangjiel Hobbs et als.—Ithamer
-John True et als.—Jesse
en Swett et als.—and
nt Select Committee who
mder consideration.
J o’clock Monday morning;
b

MONDAY, JAN. 15
he repeal of the Small BilJ
•nted from Jas. Sanburn et
'e et als. Enoch HarringtotJ
«irdset.b. Dan. Reed a
S et als. and referred to the
jave that subject under con-

announced the following

"Xince-Messrs.
Fuller, Flint, Frisbee, an*
Messrs. Fox, Came of Al«
now, McLellan, M’Cnllis.

,f Nomw-Messrs. Pennell,
,tai-Messrs. CaHe, M«n, Smiley,Cbace, and Ha his,
d Bi/Zs-Messrs. Applet ,
1, Miller, Tobey,. Weeks
i of Guilford

Bank Failure.—- Very great excitement FROM
'
FLORIDA.—DISASTROUS IN
PROSPECTUS.
On Bills in the Third Reading—Messrs.
TELLIGENCE.
NEW SERIES OF THE
Vose, Hamlin, Hubbard, Norton, Rawson, Jfft JJjij
Q was produced in Boston, on Friday of last
Office, of the Georgian, ?
Kimball.
----- -------------LITERARY OMNIBUS;
week, by the annunciation of the failure of
Savannah, Jan. 6. $
On motion of Mr. Sheldon, Ordered, That SATURDAY. JANUARY 20, 1838 the “ Commonwealth Bank,” of that city, the
Furnishing
®8oohs by Mail!
From
Captain
Mills,
of
the
steamer
Cam

a Joint Select Committee consisting of ten on I
LJ'
AT
the part of House be raised to take into conThe Legislature.—The Van Buren condition of which is said to be most wretch den, from Garey’s Ferry, arrived this morn
sideration the subject of the Noyth Eastern ; members of the Senate have at length con- ed. It is stated that four individuals,—three ing, we learn that on the 28th ult. between
JVewspaper
! !!
Boundary and report by Resolves or other- sente(j t[lat the People shall rule, and have of them officers of the institution,—are in Peas Creek and the Big Cypress swamp, a
small
party
of
Indians
was
seen
and
pursued,
WALDIE
’
^
LITERARY
OMNIBUS
wise.
united in declaring Mr. Kent duly elected debted to the Bank 8597,000! while its capi and when the pursuing party reached the ham
has now been in existence twelve
Governor of the State. It will be seen, on tal is only 8500,000. We copy the following mock, the Indians were discovered in great months, and has enjoyed during that period
TUESDAY, JAN. 16.
force,
and
a
severe
contest
immediately
ensu

mt Paine,
i ajuu of uauuncii,
mwwiiwu the
i.™ .vMr.
Hallowell, presented
re- reference to the proceedings in the preceding paragraphs from the Portland Advertiser of ed, in which 28 of our gallant troops were a very extensive share of public favour. It
| has furnished for two dollars and a half, re
monstrance qf I. Kimball et als. against the columns, that the opinion ofthe Justices of Monday :
killed, and 111 wounded. Among the killed
The Commonwealth Bank has fallen under are Col. Thompson, Capt. Van Swearengen,! prints of London books which cost there over
right of Daniel Chase to a seat in this House,! the S. J. Court was requested by the Senate,
as Representative from the District compos-'^ certajn qiiestionS, involved in the debate the weight of its corrupt management. It has ‘ Lieut. Brook and Lieut. Center, all of the ffly-seven dollars! in addition to a large
1 amount of literary matter, reviews oi new
been the leading deposit and administration bank
ed of Atkinson, Charlotte and Garland, with
in Massachusetts, and been entirely under the Army, and Col. Gentry, Capt. Andrews, and books, tales, and domestic and foreign news.
accompanying documents.
Read and refer- on l^e Gubernatona
I ,
Lieutenant
Walker,
of
the
Mississippi
volun

of Locofoco administration men.
They
The original proprietor, intending to de
inst.—that on Friday, the Report of the Com- control
<
red to the committee on elections.
have had the favor of government to an unusual teers wounded. Col. Gentry has since died. vote his time and attention to his other peri
Mr. Stevens of Pittston, from the joint spe mittee on the Gubernatorial votes was re- extent
(
The loss of the Indians not ascertained, but odical works, has disposed of his interest in
and have abused it to their private uses
cial committee appointed for that purpose, ceived in that branch from the House, when and
¡
speculations. The late President, John K. presumed to be large. A few days previous | the Omnibus jo the present publisher, who
reported that they bad contracted with Lu it was laid on the table and ordered to be Simpson,
has withdrawn from it large sums of Gen. Jesup captured 27 Indians near Fort will make no farther change in. its general
I
ther Severance to do the printing for the
money it is said upon his individual security, Lane.
character than issuing it from another office,
|
printed
in
order
that
the
Senators
might
read
,
House, and with George Robinson to do the
and three or four of the stockholders are indebt
and changing its name from “ Waldie’s” to
< to it to an amount exceeding its capital stock 1
printing for the Senate. Read and accepted. and examine the document !—that on Satur- ed
BILLSUNCURRENT IN BOSTON.
Petitions for the repeal of the small bill day neither House was in session—on Mon Like the other pets in Boston which had previ The following are the iijines of those New England “ Brown’s.”
Brown’s Literary- Omnibus Will be isstfr
law, were presented from A. M. Roberts et day no business ofimportance was transact ously failed, the Franklin and Lafayette Banks, Banks whose notes are not received at the Suffolk
ed every Fiiday morning, printed on excel
the managers and leading stockholders were ar Bank.
als,—Wm. Paine et als.—Stephen Froth
Connecticut.
Massachusetts.
partisans and rabid speculators ; when the
lent paper of a large size. It will contain,
1
ingham et als.— Phineas Varnum et als.—and ed—on Tuesday the opinion of the Justices dent
Bridgporl, at Biidgport.
government money was poured into their laps, Commonwealth, Boston.
1. Books, the newest and best that can
was
read
in
the
Senate,
—
which
is
decidedly
J. D. Kinsman et als.—Read and referred to
.Stamford.
they felt it to be a windfall for their own purpo Nahant, at Lynn,
be procured, equal every week to a London
the committee who have that subject under opposed to the doctrine advanced and supporl- ses, and immediately vast «aims were drawn from Chelsea, at Chelsea. bk’n Fairfield County,
duodecimo volume, embracing Novels, Trav
Franklin Bank, S. Boston.
Rhode Island.
consideration.
edby the Van Buren men,—and that on Wed their vaults and expended in building up South Lafayette, South Boston. Cemreville Bk.. VVar- els, Memoirs, &c., and only chargeable with
Petition of Eli Maxwell, for change of
Boston and accomplishing other projects far be Roxbury Bank, Roxbury.
postage.
name, presented by Mr. Mildram, of Wells. nesday, having no longer any pretence for yond the private means of any of the individuals Middlesex, E. Cambridge. Citizens Union. Scituate. newspaper
2. Literary Reviews, Tales, Sketches, Nodelaying the public business and preventing concerned.
Village Bank, Smithfield.
Fanners'' and Mechanics’
Bank, Adams S. Village. Franklin Bank. Chepack-’ tices of Books, and information from the
But the frauds they have since practiced, and
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
jthe organization of the State Government,
world of letters of every description.
et.
Petitions for the repeal of the small Bill Mr. Kent was declared elected Governor by no doubt with a full knowledge of the unsound St. Albans, al St. Albans. Pawinxet
Bank.
3. The news ofthe week, foreign and do
state of the institution, are such as to fasten the
Law, were presented from John Hovey et als.
Lime Rock.
at Manches
mestic.
branches. Let the people bear the brand of infamy upon those who have practised Manchester,
by Mr. Lord of Kennebunk—Jotham Lippin- both
'
ter.
Warren.
On Saturday last, January 6, the amount Essex. at Guildhall.
The price will be two dollars per annum to
in this case in mind. Let them remem them.
Rhode Island Central.
cot et als.—Levi Patch et als.—Samuel Chad- facts
:
of the circulation of the Commonwealth Bans
clubs
of five individuals. To clubs of two
N
ew
H
ampshire
.
wick et als.—and referred to the committee ber
1
that the whig members of the Committee was $236,000 ; in the five following days they VVolfborougb Bank.
Smithfield Exchange,
individuals, two dollars and ahalffi or five dol
who have that subject under consideration.
on the Election returns for Governor were threw into circulation $90,000 more, when they
Maine.
.
j North
ison Providence.
lars for rhe two. Single mail subscribers,
A petition was presented by Mr. Hersey of
must have known that they were defrauding the Oxford County Bank, Frye- 1 Nevw England Pacific.
three dollars. Mail remittances to be post
burg.
Kent.
Saco, from J. C. Burnamand 37 others, pray anxious to report the 2d day after they were public by a currency which must be suddenly
paid.
ing to be set off from the town of Scarboro’ appointed—(Jan. 5,)—but the Van Buren and deeply depreciated. Again, the Collector of
As the arrangements for this undertaking
HYMENEAL.
to the town of Saco.
members insisted that remonstrances from Boston, David Henshaw, a large stockholder in
are all completed, the proprietor asks from
Mr. Paine of Sanford, from the committee various quarters should be received and ex the Bank, and deeply interested and involved in
MARRIED—In South-Ber wxick, Capt. John a generous public tliat consideration to
its concerns, in the early part of the month paid
appointed to prepare rules and orders for the
to the Fishermen of Marblehead and other Hanscotn, to Miss Ann, daughter of Nathaniel which so diffusive a scheme of circulating
government of the House, made a report, amined—they were so,—and the report was out
of Massachusetts large sums for their Jillerson, Esq,
knowledge and amusement is entitled.
not made until the 8ih. On motion of a Van seaports
which was accepted.
In Limington, Mr. Charles N. Thomas of Bid
bounty in checks upon this institution, for which
The first number of the New Series com
On motion of Mr. Lowell, of Minot, Or Buren man its consideration was delayed un they received its bills. He must have been inti deford, to Miss Eliza Ann Bean.
menced
on the fifth of January, 1838, from
dered, That the opinion of the Justices of the til the 10th, and then Van Buren members mately acquainted with the insolvency of the
In Biddeford, Mr, Simeon Goodwin, to Miss
which period or from any future date new
Abigail
Davis.
Supreme Court on the questions submitted
bank at the time, as it is apparent from facts
In Alfred, Mr. Samuel Usher of Hollis, to Miss subscribers may commence.
to them by the Senate on the 11th inst. be commenced a debate which continued two now come to light that its unsoundness has been
05^ Post masters and agents for periodicals
days. It was accepted Jry the House and known to those who have been familiar with its I Jane Murray ot A.
entered on the Journal of the House.
throughout the Union and Canada are re
The following Resolve came from the Sen sent to the Senate on the 12th—but the Van affairs, for a long lime. Here is a man who has
quested to act as agents for the Omnibus, and
been canting about banks, overtrading and spec
OBITUARY
ate for concurrence :
Buren members, who had voted to ask the ulation, for more than a year, and at the same
communicate with tbe proprietor.
Resolved, The Senate and House of Rep([/^Editors of newspapers who receive
DIED—In Boston, 17lh inst. after a distres
lending himself to practice, through a cor
sentatives concurring, that whereas it appears opinion of the Judges on certain points, re time
tool, the grossest frauds upon the public. sing sickness of three months, of consumption, this number, by inserting the prospectus four
from an examination of the lists of votes for fused to act upon it until this was received,' rupt
No wonder that he and his friends wish a change Mrs. Mary Jane, wife of Mr. Henry Cabot, of times conspicuously, and forwarding a copy
Governor, laid before the Senate and House causing a delay of several days more. The1 in the tenore of the judicial office! [The Es- Boston,and daughter of Mr. Ezra Perkins, of: to this office, will be entitled to a free ex
of Representatives, agreeably to the Constitu State Government might have been organi• sex Register says a further considerable sum of this town, aged 21 years.
change for twelve months.
tion ; that Edward Kent has a majority of all
In thistown, 3d inst. Susan, daughter of Mr.
the bills recently issued have passed into the
Address, postpaid.
zed
fourteen
days
earlier
than
it
has
been,
O
bediah
L.
W
ebber
,
aged
10
years.
the votes returned, it is, therefore, hereby de
’ hands of the various classes of U. S. Pensioners,
WILLIAM BROWN.
In
New
Market
N.
H.
on
Thursday
last,
Mrs.
who have recently received their annual pittan
clared and published, that he is constitution —thus saving over
Lucy M. wife of Charles W. Fabyan, Mu D. No. 50 North Fourth Street, Philadelphia.
ces through the same bank.)
ally elected Governor of the State of Maine
But the public must make a discrimination on and daughter of Capt. James Burnham, of Kenfor the current political year.
NEW GOODS.
tins subject and not condemn all banks for the nebtihk-port, aged 25 years.
The resolve was laid on the table.
H. GOULD has just received an addito the people,—had it not been for the obsti sins of a few. The deposit |>anks wore general In Saco, 4th, an infant daughter of Mr. Mo
Mr. Paine of Hallowell presented the me
• tional supply of GOODS, consisting
machines, they were placed under ses Woodsum.
morial of Geo. E. Haskell et als. legal voters nacy—the party-feeling—manifested on the lypolitical
In Eliot, Mr. Edward Staples, aged 80 years— in part ot the following :
very great temptation by the large amount of
in the town of Windsor, relative to the claim part of the majority in the Senate and the mi money deposited with them ; and where they a soldier of the Revolution.
1400 yards Brown Sheetings ;
of John B. Swanton to a seat in the House— nority in the House. We do not believe were under the direction of scheming or corrupt
In Portsmouth, Mrs. Sarah Todd, widow of
200 lbs. Batting—first quality ;
referred to the Committee on elections.
that the conduct of the Van Buren men will or inordinately selfish men, nothing short of a the late Mr. John Todd, of Kittery, Me.
2 pieces Blue Broadcloth ;
On motion of Mr. Parris, the resolve from find many apologists even among their own catastrophe like that which we are now record- j| In Berwick, 1st inst. Miss Emily, daughter of
1 “ Jnv. Gieen do.;
Mr.
James
Woodman,
aged
22
years.
the Senate declaring Mr. Kent elected Gov
ing, could reasonably have been expected
1 “ Dahlia
do. ;
In
Charleston,
Me.
4th
inst.
J.
Runnels,
a
political
friends
—
it
does
seem
that
every
But banks which have been administered by
ernor, was taken up and a debate ensued be
Cassimeres and Sattinetts ;
stranger,
about
30
years
of
age.
He
had
lost
the
prudent,
discreet
and
honest
men,
are
not
only
tween Messrs. Parris, Delesdernier, Hamlin candid and fair minded politician must view
Cotton Flannel ; Tabby Velvet;
safe, but perhaps never safer than at the little finger on the left hand, and said it. was shot
and Appleton.
their efforts to defeat the popular will with perfectly
Bishop’s Lawn; Swiss Muslin ;
oft’ in the United States service to Florida.
He
present
time.
So
we
view
the
banks
in
this
On motion of Mr. Parris, the question on disgust and indignation—and more especially
Scarlet Twill’d Flannel ;
State ; they have taken advantage of the times, ! further stated that he was formerly from Saco,
passing said resolve in concurrence was then
Bleached Cotton Diaper ; Linzey ;
reduced their circulation, checked down their i York County.
taken by yeas and nays, and decided in the so, when it is considered that these efforts loans and kept themselves in a safe and easy | In Newfield, 8th ult. Mr. William Syrnms, aged
Crash ; Blue Drilling ;
cannot have cost the people less than $8000, triin, and ready to unite with the other parts of 42 years.
affirmative as follows :—
Striped Shirting ;
Yeas— York— Messrs. Brackett, Brooks, at a time, too, when our State Treasury con the country at any time to resume specie pay
White and Colored Cambricks;
Carle, A. L. Came, Dudley, Hobbs, Hight, tains but about $45,000, and our debts ex ments and restore activity to business.
Calicoes ; Stay-lacings;
SHIP
NEWS.
In regard to the unsoundness ofthe Common
Hersey, Jordan, Kimball, Jas. Lord, &c. ceed $350,000. Such trifling with the rights
Factory Warp ; Cravats ;
KENNEBUNK, JAN. 20, 1838.
wealth Bank, it is said, that at the time specie
White Worsted Yarn ;
—107.
payments
was
suspended
they
had
not
$500
of
IS- YORK— Messrs. AYER, and disregard of the interests of the people
Blk.
do.
do. ;
ARRIVED.
specie in their vaults ! And had it not been for
BODWELL, BARKER, G. W. CAME, are inexcusable. A high-minded and intelli a simultaneous suspension, it must then have
Blue mix’d do. do. ;
Jan. 13—Sloop Pacific, Emery, Boston ;
COOK, FRISBEE, G. S. LORD, O’BRl- gent people will not, we are confident, toler sunk under the weight ofits own debts.
Brown Linen ; Twist ;
17—Sch. Grape, Ward, do.
ON, PAINE, PATTEN, SHAPLEIGH, ate or countenance them. They will drive
Italian Sewing Silk, &c. &c. &c.
SAILED.
These facts are searching illustrations of the
Jan. 15—Sch. Stephen C. Phillips, Hale, Port
—also—
TOWLE, &c.-62. »!!!»! ¡«ZO
ignorant, if not wicked and corrupt policy of the
Mr. Mildram, of Wells, stated that he had such unworthy servants from the places they General Government, and ought to bring sober land .
Rice ; Sugar ; Molasses ; Pork ; Beans ;
MEMORANDA.
not yet decided how he ought to vote, and occupy and delegate their trusts to worthier and judicious men to devise earnestly and
Tea ; Winter and Summer Oil; Paints, and
Ar. at Saco, 9th, schs. Wave, Janson, and Paint Oil ; Spirits Turpentine ; Window
promptly those measures which will redeem us
asked to be excused ; and he was according hands.
Elizabeth, Leavitt, Portland; 12th, sch. Flash, Glass ; Wood Saws and Frames—^and many
from
thè
fatuity
of
their
management,
and
res

ly excused.
The Report of the State Treasurer gives a tore us to our once elevated and prosperous con Card, Boston ; 15th, sch. Echo, Jordan, do. Sid. other articles not mentioned.
On motion of Mr. Codman, Ordered, That
11th, schs. Wave, Janson, Portland ; 13th, sch
a joint Committee consisting of one from lamentable view of our State finances. The dition.
Kennebunk port, January 20, 1838.
Government money held by this bank at Flash, Card, Boston.
each county on the part of the House, with liabilities of the Treasury, at the time the re theThe
Ar. at Boston, 15th, brig Lima, (of this port,)
time of its failure was $370,000. There
such as the Senate may join, be appointed to port was made, were
Lord, Newcastle, Nov. 1. Experienced continu PURE SPERM OIL..
$413,951 88 were other large depositors, among whom it is al
wait on Edward Kent, of Bangor, and in
gales from W. upto Dec. 20, and after losing
said that some of our people are not exempted.
The resources of the State
$57,372 90 The Commonwealth Insurance Co , a stockhold most of her sails and bulwarks, was obliged to
form him that he has been constitutionally
GALLONS Pure Winer to the amount of $200,000, has been obliged to bear away South.
elected Governor of the State of Maine for
ter Strained Sperm Oil.
Balance
against
the
Treasury,
$356,578
98
At
New
Orleans,
4th,
ship
Riga,
Smith,
uno.
close
its
concerns
in
consequence
ofits
connec

the current political year ; and that the two
2000 gallons Bleached do.
ft. or ch ; brigs Horace, Nason, wt’g. ; Vernon,
tion
with
this
institution.
Its
whole
circulation,
The
State
has
beside
other
resources
not
branches of the Legislature are ready to con
500 “ Pure Fall do.
Murphy, for Liverpool. In the River, 4th, bark
vene in the Representatives Hall, that in immediately available, viz. Bank Stock $21,- in which the public are principally interested, is Diantha, Williams, from Boston. Towed to sea,
500 “ Pure Summer do.
about
$330,000.
their presence he may take and subscribe the 000—Notes in the hands of Land Agent
The subscriber having established a Facto
Statement of the situation of the Common on nr previous to 2d, ship Ruthelia, Thompson.
oaths required by the Constitution, before en
Ar. at New Orleans, 5th, bark Diantha, Wil ry for the manufacture of Oil, will keep the
$326,751 12. The actual worth of these it wealth Bank, August 16, 1837 :—
tering upon the duties of his office.
liams, Boston.
article constantly for sale at the Factory in
8
cts.
Read and passed—and Messrs. Codtnan of j would not be easy to decide—probably they
Ar. at Cadiz, 15th Dec., York, Larrabee, Lon Fore Street, or at No. 8 Merchants Row, at
500.000 00
Capital Stock
Portland, Towle of Parsonsfield, Vose of| could not be cashed without a very great dis Specie
don.
8,003 62
the lowest Boston prices. Warranted equal
Augusta, Parris of Buckfield, Hubbard of count—Notes in the hands of J. O’Brien, War
' 1,002,788 04
to any manufactured in the United States.
Loan
14,800 00
Wiscasset, Norton of Canaan, Webster of
Bills ofExchange
ALEX. H. LADD.
Commissioners
’
Notice.
83,164 00
Circulation
Orono, Wilson of Castine, Fowler of Unity, den of State Prison, $12,000—probably worth
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 25, 1837. epistf.
OTICE
is
hereby
given
that
the
subscri

Now it appears that notwithstanding all the
and McLellan of Eastport, were appointed little or nothing—a claim jointly with Massa
bers have been appointed by the Hon.
of the administration party about sus
Guardian’s Sale.
on the part of the House. Adjourned.
chusetts against the United States for monies clamor
pending specie payments and an early resump Wm. A. Hayes, Judge of Probate for the "jOY virtue of a license from the Hon. Wm.
expended during the late war, and Lands.
tion, one of their most favored institutions, gov County of York, Commissioners to receive
JO1 A. Hayes, Judge ©f Probate for the
SENATE.
The Committee on Finance estimated the erned by their leading men in Massachusetts, has and examine the claims of the several credit County of York, I shall sell at Public Auc
WEDNESDAY, JAN. 17.
with an utter disregard of the principles they ors to the estate of
receipts from the Land Department for 1836 assume,
tion, at the dwelling house on the premises
extended their circulation from $83,000
CALVIN R. HUBBARD, Esq.
Sundry petitions for the repeal of the Small
at $120,000 and for 1837, at $75,000, The to $330,000 on a basis of $8,000 specie, and thus late of Sanford, in said County, deceased, now occupied by Rufus Hatch, in Wells, in
Bill Law were referred in concurrence.
said County of York, on the sixth day of
Mr. Belcher moved to take up the Guber amount paid into the Treasury from that De rendered it impossible, even if they had continu represented insolvent—We, therefore, give February next, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
natorial Report, but the vote was doubted partment was-in 1836, $44,591 66 ; in 1837, ed solvent, to have returned to specie payments. notice that six months are allowed from the about one hundred acres of excellent LAND,
The Essex Register concludes an article in first day of January instant, for said creditors
by Mr. Ham, and decided In the negative, 9 $11,910 05. Deficit below the estimates,
well proportioned with Mowing, Tillage,
reference to the failure of the Commonwealth to bring in and prove their claims, and that Pasture and Wood Land—it being a part of
to 12.
we
will
attend
to
said
duty
at
the
office
of
Ordered, that the opinion of the Supreme $138,498 29 !!
Bank thus :—
the homestead farm of Nathaniel Littlefield,
Oourt, be entered at large on the Journal of The receipts of the Treasury last year, (in The Franklin and the Lafayette Banks, which John T. Paine, Esquire, in Sanford, on the late of Wells, and now the property of Abi
last
Monday
ofthe
present
and
the
last
Mon

the Senate.
cluding “Public Loans, $180,976 44,”) a- had previously closed their doors, were pets of a
Littlefield, a minor and heir of said Na
days ot the five following months, from one gail
Mr. Randall asked leave to lay on the table rnounted to
380,945 41 minor character, but were managed by the same to
thaniel.—Said land is bounded easterly by
five
o
’
clock
in
the
afternoon
on
each
of
said
a Resolve, the import of which, in the usual
of partizans, and their downfall, and conse
lands of Alvah Littlefield and Japhet Storer,
263,523 67 class
quent disastrous results to the community, are days.
form, vyas the declaration that Edward Kent The Disbursements to
and
westerly by lands of Mrs. Lydia Hatch
attributable to the same causes.
was constitutionally elected Governor ot
JOHN STORER, > rftmm-issione.s
and others.
Leaving
a
balance
in
the
Treasury
JOHN
POWERS,
S
Commissione,s
’
This
is
another
grand
developement
of
the
ef

Maine, for the current political year, and the
Conditions liberal, and made to suit pur
of
845,42174fects ofthe Grand Experiment. That portion of
Sanford, January 5, 1838.
Resolution was accepted and sent down for
chasers, and good security will be required.
the people who have countenanced the wretch
■concurrence.
The expenses of 1838 are estima
JOHN STORER, Guardian to
ed Experimenters, will at length get their eyes
Mr. E. Robinson presented a petition for
Aticiiow.
said Abigail Littlefield.
ted at
433,74218open ; but manv of them will have to pay dearly,
the repeal of the Small Bill Law, which was
ILL be sold on Saturday, 20th inst., on
Sanford, January 1, 1838.
The receipts at
148,02509and we regret it, for the light that has burst up
■read and referred.
the premises, in lots to suit purcha
on them.
...
Adjourned to 2 o’clock this afternoon.
The Legislative investigations, ordered this
sers, that well known valuable TIMBER &
Notice.
Excess of expenditures over re
AFTERNOON.
week, into the concerns of this beautiful trio of WOOD Lot, situated on tbe new road lead f HEREBY give to my son, James A.
ceipts
8285,717,09
An Order, appointing a joint select Com
bantlings ofthe patent Democracy, will, it is ex ing from the Landing to the Port, formerly JL Cook, his time till he arrives to the age
pected, disclose a mass of startling facts, exhibit- owned iiy
mittee to wait on Mr. Kent and inform him Add balance against the Treasu
by James Titcomb,
iiiumiu, Esq. The -sale
”■-! of twenty one years, and I agree to Jay no
ting the operation of various “ Experiments” of will commence at 10 o’clock, A. M. and will c|aitn to hjs future earnings, he being at Jibof his election, came up from the House, and
ry, as above,
356,578 98 the faithful in Boston.
Messrs. Dumont, Mildram and T. Robinson
be positive, as it is the wish of the owners to i erty to traje anf| manage for himself. And 1
The bills of all the banks in Boston (with dispose ofthe whole without any reserve. hereby
were joined by the Senate.
-• 11--------' K ~ of
"
give notice that' Ir shall
pay no debts
8642,296 07
Adjourned to 10 o’clock to-morrow morning.
A beautiful state of things is here exhibit the exception of the three named above) are Liberal credit will be given with good secu his contracting after this date.
GIDEON COOK.
rity.. The lots are all to be run out and
current.
numbered, and a plan of the same exhibited.
Sanford, Dec. 26, 1837.
A trunk belonging to a gentleman from ed most truly I
(fy^The
Middlesex
Bank,
at
Cambridge,
one wishing to purchase, by calling on
Portsmouth.,-N. H. containing about 84000 in
A long article in relation to the Alton out stopped payment on Tuesday last. This, we Any
Notice.
Mr. Dresser, can go on the premises and
Treasury notes, besides business notes to the
AME into the enclosure of the subscri
rage
will
be
found
on
our
first
page,
which
amount of about 830,000, was stolen from
understand, is also a Government pet, and it ascertain the buts and bounds of each lot.
ber, in November last, a young
the entry of the Eastern Stage House about we copy from the Christian (Portland) Mir is said had about $60,000 of the public mon — Should the day prove stormy the sale will
SHEEP, with a crop from tbe right ear and
be adjourned to the following Monday.
midnight of Saturday. A person who rode ror, at the request of a valued correspondent. ey m its possession at the lime ofits failure.
a slit in tbe same. The owner is requested
TIMOTHY FROST, Auctioneer.
in the stage from Portsmouth has been arrest
o prove property, pay charges and take her
Kennebunk,
Jan.
1,
1837.
ed on suspicion of being the thief.
Q^r’Gov. Kent was expected at Augusta on
(XJ^VVe give full reports of the proceed
taway.
LEMUEL MILLER, Jun.
Boston Daily Jldv.
Ken neb mi k- port, January 7, 1838.
Thursday evening last. He probably took ings ofthe National and State Legislatures,
Pig Waiited/
to day, to the exclusion of several columns of
ELLS’ PASTE BLACKING—believed
Fire.—The barn attached to the house of the oaths of office yesterday.
ANTED, immediately, a' barrow PIG,
to be the best article of the kind in the
other matter, put in type for this day’s paper,
Thomas Drew, Esq. on Harlow street, was
——----------- ------weighing from forty to one hundred
market.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
consumed by fire on Thursday evening last,!
L j81ature of New jersey COmmen- —presuming that the former would be more
pounds.—Enquire ofthe Printer.
Kennebunk, Nov. 7, 1837.
together with its contents, which consisted of
®
.
Kennebunk,
Jan.
4,
1838.
generally acceptable.
hay tmd grain.—Bangor Post.
1 «d a session on the 9th mst.

8000 Dollars
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CHARLES HOLMAN,

gestmn and Bdmus disorders, Costiveness, or
LOW SPIRITS.-Low spirits is :a tTPULMONARY CONSUMPTION 1
Diarrhoea, Scorbunc and scrofulous erup-,
certain state of the mind accompanied
Nos. 9^-10, Penhallow-street,
tions. It is ajso for sale by most of the a- by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
Portsmouth, (N. H.)
[From Blackwood’s Magazine,]
Catarrhal and Asthmatic Disorders!
AS prepared and constantly on hand gents for Dr. Holman s Medicines.
I apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
THE AGES.
ORE than one tenth of all the an
lhe
fol
owing
named
persons
are
agents
the
worst
consequences
imagined.
Ancient
and
for
sale,
wholesale
and
retail,
the
A thousand years—a thousand years !
following Medicines :—
nual deaths in this country and
for the above named medicines. In New medical writers supposed this disease to be
So long a time has worn awav,
NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE. Hampshire, Kittredge & Cleaveland, Lam- confined to those particular regions of the ab Great Britain, are stated to be caused by
And o’er the hardening earth appears
This Vegetable Medicine stands unrivalled prey Kiver; Uri Lamper, Hampton; Up-domen, technically called hvbochondria that insidious destroyer of human life the
Green pasture mix’d with rocks of grey ;
for the following complaints, viz :—Dyspep ham & Berry, Rochester Plains ; James which are situated on the right or left side of
And there huge monsters roll and feed,
Each frame a mass of sullen life ;
Concord ; Wm. that cavity, whence comes the name hyposia or Indigestion, diseased Liver, Billions nh’°Fip^e ’
Easily overcome in its infancy, it rapidly
Through slimy wastesand, woods of reed
Disorders, Dropsy, Asthma, Costiveness, North At Co., Great Falls, Somersworth; chondriasis.
They crawl and tramp, and blend in strife.
SYMPTOMS.-The common corporeal arrives, if neglected, at an unconquerable
Worms and Loss of Appetite, and by cleans Dhnw’ MWheele!’ £sa A- TUIftS’„D^er;l
ing the stomach and bowels, cures pains in Dr. W. Norwood, Exeter ; John R. Red- symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or and terrific maturity. An obstinate, vio
A thousand years—a thousand years 1
5 Elder Guy Beckly, Keene, bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness spas- lent, and convulsive cough is the inevitable
the side, stornach and breast, colds and ,n»’
And o’er the wide and grassy plain,
coughs of long standing, hoarseness, short In Massachusetts, by H. Haselton, Haver-s modic pains, giddiness, dimness of si«bt, pal- forerunner, when neglected, of the PUL
A human form the prospect cheers,
ness of breath, nervous complaints, &c. which hd ; Elijah Porter, No. 3, Washington street, pitations, and often an utter inability of fixing MONARY CONSUMPTION, and its at
The new-sprung lord of earth’s domain.
Half clad in skins he builds a cell,
is frequently the effect of disease. Its virtues Salem ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13, Cornhiil,' the attention upon any subject bf importance tendant train of horrors ; increased heat and
M or engaging in anything that demands vigor
Where wife and child create a home ;
Wm. Brown,
Brown Washington
Washinmnn st.
ct and Geo. M.
surpass any thing heretofore known in re Wrn.
He looks to heaven with thoughts that swell
In Maine, by L.
Dr. or courage. Also languidness—the mind he pulse ; nausea ; oppression of the breast ;
moving St. Vitus’ Dance ; two bottles have Mead, Union st. Boston. I..
And owns a might beyond the dome.
rn..,; Artem’as*Car- I comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel- greenish and bloody spittle ; loss of appebeen known to cure this afflicting disease, af Benjamin Plummer, Bangor
ter having baffled every exertion for four ter and Runnells & Donham, Portland ; ancholy, an(j dejected, accompanied with a j, tile and increase of thirst ; ulcerated lungs ;
A thousand years—a thousand years !
years. It has a most powerful influence in Elder Henry Frost, Cornville : William total derangement of the nervous system.—i clammy sweats and hectic fever ; general eAnd Io ! a city and a realm :
a. Ste i I he mental feelings and peculiar train of niaciation of the body ; shrivelled extremi
removing nervous complaints. It is pleasant Spring, Calais; Capt. James Albee, St.
Its weighty pile a temple rears,
And walls are bright with sword and helm ;
to take and in its operation so much so, that vens ; Sam’l Jackson, jr. & Co. Belfast ideas that haunt tire imagination and over- ties ; excessive and weakening discharges |
~
Each man is lost amid a crowd :
it may be administered to the infant with Samuel Adams, Cape Neddick ;- Samuel
! whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di- sinking of the eyes : prostration of strength j
Sawyer,
; ~
Each power unknown now bears a name ;
safety.
WoiL
'nOgunquit
“
»p
’uJn
V1’ / > GoocbU ve«'«dy- The wisest and'best of men areas burning paims and flushed cheeks ; swollen
And laws, and rites, and songs are loud ;
Directions for receiving this or any other T?e S ’ ?;* KKiVIlCil, Kennebunk; Oliver open to this affliction as the weakest.
And myriads hail their monarch’s fame.
of the following named medicines accom Bourn, Kennebunk-port ; Rev. Ansel Ger-- j TREATMENT.—The principal objects of feet and legs ; and, at length, while the
pany and envelope each bottle. Certificates rish, Shapleigh ; Rev. E. Baker, Alfred ; Johni treatment are, to remove indigestion and w retched sufferer is still sanguine of life, cold
A thousand years—a thousand years !
of the efficacy of this medicine have been re Skeele, Sanford Corner : Sheiden Hobbs,, I strengthen the body, anti to enliven tbe spir- extremities and an agonizing death. These
And now beside the rolling sea,
Where many a sailor nimbly steers,
ceived from the Rev. Mr. George Storrs, a North Berwick ; Enoch Goodale, Saco ;; its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear- evils may be nipped in the bud by the time
The eager tribes are bold and free.
talented and highly esteemed Minister of the Wm. Winslow, Brunswick ; James Bowman,, ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con- ly administration of that long tried and ink
The graceful shrine adorns the hill ;
Gospel, of the Methodist Episcopal Church : Gardiner ; Tappan & Ladd, Augusta ; Jessei yersation. The bowels (ifcostive) being jeare- valuable Medicine,
The square of council spreads below :
also, from William Walker, Esq. an officer of Taylor, Norridgewalk : Hanscomb & Quim■ fully regulated by the occasional use of a
Dr Relfe’s Asthmatic Pills',
Their theatres n people fill,
the Customs of the Port of Portsmouth, N. H. by, Saccarappa ; Thomas S. Bowles, Buxton.. mild aperient.
We know nothing better
And list to thought’s divinest flow.
CGr~’All directions signed in the hand wri calculated to obtain this end, than Dr. Wm. which have been known to cure persons sup--*
—Mr. Josiah Webster, deceased, late a Mes
senger of the several Banks in Portsmouth, ting of the proprietor.
Evans’Aperient Pills—being mild and cer posed to be far gone in a Consumption, and
A thousand years—a thousand years !
Sept. 19,1836.
tf
tain in their operation. The bowels being exhibiting all the appearance of approach
and Mr. Robert Foster, Printer of the same
We live amid a sterner land,
Where lords ordained by ancient seers,
place ; which gentlemen it is well known
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile ing dissolution.
Timber,
Have trained the spirit of command !
here are as credible, respectable and compe
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti
The Pills also constitute an excellent Pec
There pride,and policy, and war,
RANTED by the subtent witnesses as any persons in this commu
spasmodic) are an infallible remedy, and toral Medicine. Those therefore who»
With haughty fronts are gazing slow,
¥ 1 scriber, of the fol
nity. Also from the Hon. J’udge Burgin, of
without dispute have proved a great blessing are troubled with the common coughs occa
And bound to their triumphal car,
to the numerous public.
Allenstown, N. H., Mr. Isaac K. Palmer, of lowing descriptions, viz :
O’er master’d kings to darkness go.
sioned by acrid humors, tickling in the
50 floor and rising timbers, 18 feet long, to
Concord, N. H., Mr. Ralph Smith, of East
Some physicians have recommended a
throat, or defluxions upon the lungs, depri
be
15
inches
deep
on
the
keel
and
13
inches
Cambridge,
Mass,
and
several
other
as
re

free
use
of
mercury
but
it
should
not
be
re

A thousand years—a thousand years !
thick, to rise from 18 inches to a sharp rising. sorted to ; as in many cases it will greatly ag ving the patient of refreshing sleep, and
spectable persons.
And chivalry and faith are strong :
100 Naval Timbers, 13 feet long, 15 inch gravate the symptoms.
gradually introducing the train of Pulmona
And through devotion’s sorrowing tears,
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
Is seen high help for earthly wrong.
This Ointment stands at the head of all es deep on the keel and 12 inches thick.
rg^HE DIFFERENCE.—It cannot be de- ry affections, will receive from the use of
Fair gleams the cross with sunny light,
100 Lower Futtocks, 8 feet long, 11 by 12 -L nied that whilst many medicines the Pills, certain, and frequently the most
remedies for the following diseases which
Beneath a dim cathedral arch ;
human nature is heir to, viz.
Rheumatism, inches.
which are recommended to the public, have sudden and cheering relief. They appease
’Tis raised, the burgher Staff of Right,
50 Upper do. 7^ feet long, 11 by 12 inches, not even the negative merit of harmlessness,
both chronic and inflammatory, gout, sprains,
the cough, promote easy expectoration, re
And heads the stately feudal march.
bruises and contracted tendons of long stand White Oak.
there are others which it would be great in- lieve and often cure protracted, obstinate
1 - J and.....
......... jce
t0 jn_ to in75 tons White Oak Timber, 18 feet long justice —
indeed,
suicidal
prejudice
ing. It discusses all tumors, renders stiff'
A thousand years !—How swift the chain
joints limber by producing a healthy muscu and upwards, to square 9 inches and upwards, volve, untried, in a common condemnation. and most distressing cases. Common Colds
That drags along our sight to-day !
Probably some smaller crooked Timbers And when a mediciire comes endorsed with are generally removed by the Pills in a few
lar action.
Before that »ouod returns again,
The present will have streamed away ;
It assuages pains in Biles and Abscesses. would be received.
all the great names that have adorned the hours.
And all our world of busy streng th
For all of which fair prices will be given. annals of the medical profession, and war
Nothing equals it in swelled and inflamed
I hese Pills also afford immediate relief
Will dwell in calmed halls of Time,
WILLIAM GOOCH.
Breasts in females if applied in its early stage,
ranted by the seal and signature of long and in the harrassing and suffocating complaint
And then with joy will own at length,
Wells,
Dec.
27,
1837.
prevents suppuration or matter forming, and
uniform success, its proprietor makes no un of the Asthma. In attacks of this disease
Its course is fix’d, its end sublime.
gives in all cases immediate ease from pain.
seasonable demand upon the public confi characterised by difficulty of breathing;
Notice.
1 Certificates of this fact could be given if ne
dence, when he claims for it a superior con
OTICE is hereby given, that by deed of sideration.
tightness and stricture across the breast and
PROBATE iVOTWES
cessary. This remedy is offered to the pub
this date, 1 have relinquished and dis
in the lungs ; oppressive flatulence ; wheez
lic with the full assurance that it far excels
The
CAMOMILE
PREPARATION
of
charged all claim which I have upon my
a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with the opodeldocs and liniments of the present
Dr. Wm. Evansis undeniably entitled to this ing ; coughing and hoarseness ; costiveness
in and for the County of York, on the first day, for the above diseases.— A trial is only- daughter Rosa Estes during her minority— enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au and other Asthmatic symptoms, the timely
hereby
authorizing
her
to
make
her
own
Monday in January, in the year oj our Lord wanted to give it the decided preference to
thority in existence condemns it, every medi administration of Dr. .Relfe’s Pills, invariably
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the Hon. every thing else. Many physicians of em contracts, to receive pay for her services, and cal practitioner that is acquainted with it,
mitigates the attack, often insures permanent
give receipts therefor, and to do all things as
WM. A. HAYES, Judge oj said Court :
inence have used this ointment and extol its effectually as ¿hough she was of full age, freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues ; relief, and sometimes effects a radical cure.
N the petition of Sarah Clements, one merits.
and that the latter should do so in opposition
without reference to me.
The Pills may be taken with the most
of the heir« to the estate of Sarah
A certificate of Mr. Robert Gurney, Car
to their personal interests, must be attributed
JOTHAM
ESTES.
perJect safety, as they require, in ordinary
Chadbourn, late of South Berwick in said
riage maker, of Portsmouth, of the cure of his
either
to
their
candor
and
love
of
truth,
or
to
Kennebunk, Dec. 25, 1837.
county, deceased, praying for a division of daughter of a contracted knee, accompanies
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob cases, no confinement, and may be adminis
the real estate of said deceased among ail and envelopes each vial.
tered with the utmost confidence to all ages
ur,
NOTICE.
servation, and the testimony of thousands.
the heirs thereto :
itch Ointment.—Directions for using this FglHE subscriber having contracted with
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that and classes of people.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no preparation accompany each box. This oint -fi- the town of Kennebunk, to support his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
These popular Pills have been used by
tice thereof to the heir» of »aid deceased, ment is safe and speedy in its operation. It the poor of said town for one year, hereby eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
and to all persons interested in said estate, contains no mercurial or other deleterious in gives notice, that he has made suitable pro mits that they will not. He lays no claim to multitudes with unexampled success, in a
by causing a copy of thia order to be pub gredients, so common in many of the popular vision for them, and hereby forbids all per the discovery of the “ Philosopher’s Stone,” vast variety of cases, from those of the slight
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in ointments in use.
sons harboring or trustingany of the Paupersi and wishes nobody to believe that he sells est, to others of the most confirmed charac
Kennebunk i» said coynty, three weeks
I heir powerful agency has been
Vegetable Elixir.—This Elixir is useful in of said town on his account or on account of the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he ter.
successively, that they may appear at a all cases of pain if taken inwardly or applied the town, as he will pay no bill for their does believe, and he can prove, that in debil known to revive from the bed of sickness,
Probate Court to be holden at South Berwick, externally. Directions accompany and envel support.
ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous the palid, dejected and emaciated victim, and
in said county; on the first Monday in Febru ope each vial.
ABEL M. BRYANT.
diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di send him back again to “ the busy hum of
ary next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
Kennebunk, May 1, 1837.
ly
Fine Slippery Elm,for Poultices.—There
gestive organs, in incipient consumptions, me■n,, an active man of business in the full
and shew cause, if any they have, why the never was an article introduced into the
whether of the lungs or the liver; in the enjoyment of the blessings of health.
IXoshen Vßieese.
prayer of said petition should not be granted. “healing art” surpassing this, for burns, biles,
(t^In proof of which, the following, from
of a superior quality dreadful debility occasioned by the use of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. ■cuts, bruises, chilblains, old sores and ulcers,
A true copy—Attest,
just received from New purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es a multitude of testimonials, are respectfully
inflamed
and
swelled
breasts,
and
inflamma

pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. tions generally. The Poultice is made in the York and for sale by
J
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev submitted :
January 6.
WILLIAM LORD & Co.
“ 1 have tried your Dr. Relfe's Asthmat
ordinary way as you would any other poul
ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease
Dec. 16, 1837.
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, within tice, with milk or water, cold or hot as the
which is brought on by intemperance ; in ic Pills, in Asthma, difficulty of breathing,
List of Letters
and for the County of York, on the first Mon case may require. There is another kind
the wretched horrors of mind and body which and Consumption, when alt other medicine
day in January, in the year of our Lord which is called superfine for internal use. All Remaining-wffie Post-Office at ’ Kennebunk, accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap had failed, and have found them most ex
eighteen hundred and thirty-eight, by the may be had in any quantity of Charles Hol
Maine, December 31, 1837.
petite, Jangour, melancholy, pains in the cellent. ” Another Physician writes : “ I
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court: man, Penhallow-street, Portsmouth, N. H.
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
head, limbs or side ; in corrupt, sallow, and have tried your Relfe's Asthmatic Pills
N the petition of Hannah Hussey, ad
Superfine Powder of Elm Bark.—-Th\s arti R FORDYCE BACHER, Miss Sarah uncomely complexions, caused by the bad
ministratrix of the estate of George cle is a valuable specific in Pleurisy, Diar f-»*' P. Boothby,—John P. Cole, Samuel state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in w ith a patient of mine, whose case had re
Hussey, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
rhoea, Catarrh, Dysentary, Quinsy, Consump- Cousins, Miss Martha Ann W. Clarke, Miss others mentioned in the bills of directions sisted every thing ; the cough has certainly
deceased, representing that the personal es tion, Inflammation of the stomach, bowels, Martha M. Cutts, Miss Hannah Chick, Miss given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY left her.” A correspondent writes: “ The
tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay throat, &c. Nothing surpasses it for external Sarah
'
Chick,—William Durrell,—Mrs. Ellen that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in Asthmatic Pills give such astonishing re
the just debts which he owed at the time of application as a poultice, for inflamed eyes, H. Ferguson,—Mrs. Lucy Greenougb, Miss terchanged occasionally with bis APERIENT lief in cases of common colds, coughs, &c.
Sarah
Goodwin.
his death by the sum of one hundred and fif biles, cuts, bruises and sores in general. This '
FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which as no one can believe unless they make the
H. I. J. K. L. M.
ty dollars, and praying fora license to sell and medicine is recommended by the first medi
are sold with them, will effect immediate re trial.”
convey so much of the real estate of said de cal gentlemen in our country for the above
Edmund Hill, Gideon Hanscom, Miss Hul- lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial,
An agent writes : “ Your (Dr. Rslfers
dah Hobbs,—Thacher Jones,—Eben D. a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond
ceased as may be necessary tor the payment complaints. Directions to each package.
of said debtsand incidental charges : and also
Dr. Holman's Cough Syrup.—This cough Kimball, Miss Olive P. Kimball,—G. & I. a doubt by daily testimonies which would Asthmatic) Pills have performed a miracocure in this town.
man about bOT
to have her second account of administration Syrup is a most valuable medicine for loos Lord, William Lord & Co., Francis A. Lord, be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W.
of the estate of said deceased allowed :
ening a hard dry cough, and for those who John F. Lord, Ebenezer Littlefield, Jesse- EVANS can conscientiously request confi had been confined some months; bis feet
ORDERED—That the petitioner give are inclined to Consumptive habits. It is val Larrabee, Thomas Low, Nath’l Littlefield, dence.
and legs badly swollen ; a bad cough ; res
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, uable for children, in cases of whooping Miss,Mariam Littlefield, 2, Theodore Little
Other and more conclusive demonstrations piration difficult, and was given over by his
field,—E. Moody.
and to all persons interested in said estate, by cough, chin cough, &c.
of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile physician and friends,who considered him
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
causing a copy of this order to be published
Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are
Directions.—For grown persons, take from
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken two to four spoonsfull, as the case may re
Samuel L. Osborn,—John Parsons, 2,—Jo submitted by the following important and ex in a confirmed consumption ; after taking
nebunk, in said county, three weeks succes quire. Children from one to two teaspoons- siah P. Quimby,—William Ross, James W. traordinary cures «fleeted by their bi«>hly three boxes of these Pills all ¡he threatensively, that they may appear at a Probate full.
Roberts, J. K. Remich, Daniel Remich,—Miss medicinal qualities—all of which max“ be i»g symptoms are removed, and he is fasi
recovering.
Court to be holden at South Berwick, in said
Vegetable Bitters.—This preparation is cal Sally W. Ross, Mr. Storer, Merrill P. Simp seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
county, on the first Monday in February culated to correct the bile and create an ap son, Moses M. Smith,. Timothy Smith, Wid 7, Division street. One or two of these he
A Gentleman of Plymouth, 70 years of
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and petite, by restoring the digestive powers ; and ow Jane Stone, Miss Hannah A. Stone.
herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina age, was cured ol an Asthma, bv thrse box
shew cause, if any they have, why the prayer may be freely used both as a restorative and
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
ting public.
es, after having been afflicted upwards off
of said petitions should not be granted.
Rev. G. W. Wells, George Wise, Capt
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the thirty years.
to prevent disease. Directions with the vial.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, .Register.
Samuel
White,
Mrs.
Alice
Walker,
—
Mrs.
Sa

thanks of one w ho has been a great sufferer for sev
Holman's Drops for Fits.—A great number
A young Lady of Boston, was severely*
A true copy,—Attest,
50 Letters.
eral years, for the great benefit she has received from
children afflicted with fits, arising from va rah P. Young.
the
virtues ofyour inestimable Camomile Pills. She afflicted for three years with a violent cough
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. of
___________
JAMES
O
SBORN,
P.M.
rious
causes,
as
well
as
numerous
adult
cases
January 6.
has suffered with pain and distress in die head, a tight difficulty of breathing, spitting of bloocL
of falling sickness, have been radically cured
ness across the stomach, shortness of breath, and palpi
List of Letters
tation
of the heart , exercise would almost overcome pain in the side, deprived of sleep, and uni
At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, with by a proper use of this medicine. Directions Remaining in the Post-Office at Kennebunk her ; but
since using your Camomile 'i onic PHIs, her versally debilitated.
In this distressingin and for the County of York, on the first accompany each vial.
port, January 1, 1838.
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Holman's Essence of Cayenne.—This truly
Monday in January, in the year ofour Lord
out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy state, after having tried other Medicine im
A. B. C, D. E. F. G.
vain, and considered as past relief, on tak
eighteen hundred, and thirty-eight, by the valuable and pleasant preparation possesses
ATHAN COOK,—Nath’l Dorman, life comfortably again.
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third st. N. Y.
ing only two boxes of these Pills, her cough
Honorable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said every possible advantage over that in its
Charles
Day,
—
Oliver
Freeman,
—
Eli

crude state.
Newark, July 18, 1836-Dear Sir-For 4 years I and the whole of her symptoms left her,
Court :
sha S. Goodwin, Miss Elizabeth Greenoush have
been so unwell that I was unable to attend to
Dr. Holman's Cough Powder.—This cough
N the petition of Joseph Frost, adminis
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O.
my
business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin sleep was restored, and her health was per
trator of the estate of John Dennett, late powder is a most valuable remedy for com
William H. Hutchins, Joseph Hutchins, jr. ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pains fectly established.
mon
of Kittery, in said county, deceased, repre
 colds, whooping cough, and”coughs of Joshua Herrick,—Jonas Kimball, Charles in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
(Price $1 for whole boxes of
Pilfe
senting that the personal estate of said de long standing. It has been long tested and is Kimball,—Mrs. Phebe Lord,—Benjamin continual pain and dizziness in my head ; i used’different kinds of medicine without effect, until 1 commenced and 50 cents for half do. of 12 Pills, with
to the public as one of the Marble, Jesse March,—John Nason.
ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts recommended
1
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills - directions.)
valuable medicines now in use.
which he owed at the time of his death by most
'
P. Q. R. S. T. U. V. W.
their beneficial effects upon me astonish all who knew
Direction.—Take half a teaspoonfull in mo
the sum of two thousand four hundred and
William Patten,—Mrs. Elizabeth A. Rob my situation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office
***J>'<‘Psred from tlu' Original Recipe in
twenty dollars and seventy-three cents, and lasses on going to bed.
inson,— Samuel B. Smith, Benjamin C. to express iny gratitude to you in person. In the
Dr. Holman's Jaundice Powders.—This Sands. Miss Cyrene E. Stevens, Cleophus mean time I subscribe myselfyour obedient servant MS. of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, bv bis.
praying for a license to sell and convey so
Immediate Successor, and the Sole Propri
n ...
„
8. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
much of the real estate of said deceased, as powder is one of the best Jaundice prepara Smith,—Amos Taylor,—Miss Clara Williams, Dr.
Wm. Evans.
etor, T. KIDDER, and for sale at his.
may be necessary for die payment of said tions now in use for this distressing complaint. John F. Whitaker.
He therefore need only add that bis Counting Room, No. 99, next door to J.
It wani,s
warms ancl
and cleanses a foul ston
stomach, and ____________ OLIVER BOURN, P. M.
debtsand incidental charges: and also to i| Jt
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with Kidder’s Drug Store, corner of Court and
have his first account of administration on Produces a healthy state of the bile,
Liist of* Letters
his excellent
FAMILY APERIENT
A* most‘ distressing
case of Jaundice accom
the estate of said deceased allowed:
i!~'
in the Post Office at North Ber PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, Hanover Streets, near Concert Hall, Boston,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no panied with great debility, was recently cured Remainingwick,
Me. Dec. 31, 1837.
at No. 7, Division st. near Chatham square, and also for sale by his special appointment,
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and in this place, in the course of three days, by
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
New York, and of his authorised agents in (together with all the valuable Medicines,
to all persons interested in said estate, by caus the powder. Directions with the box.
PHRAIM ALLEN, Edward F. Adams, town and country.
as prepared by the late Dr. Conway) bv
ing a copy of this order to be published
Also a very general assortment of medicin
2,—Samuel Burbank,—David Clark,
BURLEIGH SMART, Kennebunk.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Ken al herbs, roots, leaves, &c. are constantly on
J.
H.
JONES,
corner
of
Middle
and
Union
SAMUEL POPE, Kennebunk-port
nebunk in said county, three weeks succes hand at wholesale and retail, at as accommo Elin Crumit,—Caleb Ford, Caleb Ford, jr., streets, Portland, Agent for State of Maine,
William
L.
Frost,
Isaac
Furbish,
—
Sophrosively, that they may appear at a Probate dating prices on commission or other ar
where persons may apply for sub Agencies.
C. LITTLEFIELD, Wells.
ny
Giles,
Daniel
R.
Goodwin.
Court to be holden at South Berwick in rangement, as at any other large establish
Sole
Agents,
Daniel
Remich,
Kennebunk
A
large discount made to those who buy
A-wiiuvu,
xvtuiiieounK
;
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. O. P.
said county, on the first Monday in February ment in the Union.
James Crockett, Norway ; Thomas. Chase, N. to sell again.
Betsey
Morrell,
Horatia
Morrell,
John
J.
Yarmouth; Nathan Reynolds, Yewiston ;"
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
Dr. Holman is general Agent for that val Meader, 2.
shew cause, if any they have, why the
Joseph Griffin, Brunswick ; Palmer & Wash-1
uable
medicine,
Q.
RS.
T.
U.
V.
W.
X.
Y.
Z.
G- FENNER,
prayer of said petition should not be granted.
Enoch R. T. Quimby,—Mary Rogers,— burn, Gardiner ; R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ; ! RE
FOSTERS EGYPTIAN BALM OF LIFE,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register
his services aa
Lydia Peasely,— William Staple, William Moses Noble, Augusta ; J. K. Miller, Old- i _
J’
L
PHYSICIAN
& SURGEON, to the.
A true copy—Attest,
c ' 1 ’ vr- •
‘ 7 . Gr
■* town
j Duren & Thatcher,
Bangor;
Samuel inh’abhams' of
tante!
nT AliL^J
____ i
vtown:
Th^h.,
D™..
A^d
ami
vicinity
or Nature’s Grand Genial Auxiliary, a specif- Smith,!
—
- -------- ««ma ïH.iim/,• • • ’
r—Smith L. Vining,—Mary A. War- Jackson & Co. Belfast ; Barker Neal W s
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
ic for Consumption, great bodily debility, old ren,
i
January 6.
Harriet
Woodsom,
Josiah
Watson.
Office over Silas Derby’s Store.
arnet Woodsom.
1 casset ; Henry Hyde, Bath.
’
and firmly rooted Coughs, Flatulency, IqdiM. HUBBARD, P. M.
DÄf ]^SEPH Siï"'ARD’3’ e^-3w
February 18, 1837«
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A message was received
.„.¡nrf a convention in
EllJo-morrow afternoon

lbe purpose of electing se v
vise the Governor, and als
Secretary of State, and a I
fent political year.
Mr. Ham said lie hoped

concur for tbe present.

him with a council^ch st
, proper course, but if anj
. differently,Jie should be

i views.
.
He had no feeling on the
Sect was to proceed in a p,
He then moved that the qu

with the House be put.
The question was then ta

concurred in the above pro

vision.
The Secretary of State c:
the table the returns of ca
clerks of corporations in th
able to the resolve of the L
The petition of sundry in
ough, lobe set off from sail
Io Saco, came from the Hoi

N

O

O

N

O

E

It

as being ralW.F«m®ZMre.
aurgovernor qualified, and
enough to take th<f necess

an order, that notice be ser
clerks of Scarborough and
ther notice be given by pul

in certain newspapers.

Mr. Littlefield, President <
td and took the Chair.

[
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Papers from the House re
The standing committees
ced by the President, as fol!

On Bills in the seconi
Ham, Woodman, Greene,

I

Boutelle, Belcher, Du mor

cock, Emery, Steward, C
On Engrossed

Bills.

Soule, Woodbury, Jaque

coin, Heagan, Smart,

I

gins, Fletcher, Prince.

The Joint Standing Cotm
the Senate, were announce«

AFTERNt

Mr. Dumont from the joi
■appointed to wait upon Edw
him of his election to the of
I the current political year, r«
mittee had attended to th
governor elect was pleased
| ad the office, and would me
hall of the House of Repre

noon at half past 2 o'cloc
subscribe the necessary oatl
On motion of Mr. Ram

message be sent to the Hou
yention of the two houses ir
hall,this afternoon at halt
the purpose of administerir
leclthfl oath required by the
ify him to enter upon the di
■duties.

After the business in con
J House) had been corn plet

iloDinsonof Hancock, Orde
JT of State be directed to n<

Wan Robie, Samuel (
filham Pope, and Bushro
they have been duly elec

mthe Governor in the E
for the current political ye
immediate attendance.

Pttilions presented and
steward of Somerset, of Ez
Brooks for a repeal of the I

uake of Hancock, of Willi;
<hei sale of ardent spirits ma’
Sundry petitions from th

concurrence.
Mr. Barnard, from the cor

upon the Governor and
io0nb.rTheJof lhe Leffisla'

n»v kndrrdy t0 receivean
a n«?8 P eTd t0 make> rei
«nor was pleased to say tha
iJ°l,Ses ln
Repres
¿onday morning at 1! o’cloc
1118 communication
A0*«

«ur”"’ Es1»fhi» cleet

«•Sew.then Wenti„lo

thfs
l'“'1 re,uri
Hlindsofhis olei-Ury °fSt

Th« ,
0,ection as a C<
'4tT0flheC<>m^

referred tn n .uP> on motion

Mtathei,;' “P’and "«•<
I Mr. DumOniI)rOBriatö COn’

iPurt«r pray n?rres1en,od
f'onof Pls ol b forlogislativ£

‘'o'11™',h

H

’“'"'«live.'
IWbiition n a
fllB

J»"« Pn

to ineet I

two HmisfrVb'y to a

